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irrray Ledger & Times
Stamps May Go To 20 Cents

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Bobby
Reed Falwell of Murray has been
selected as the winner in the competition to create a work of art for the lobby of the new Department of Library
and Archives building.
Falwell's design, a handcrafted,
free-standing abstraction of the state
of Kentucky, will be made entirely of
native Kentucky woods. It will incorporate at least 18 varieties of wood.
The sculpture will be composed of
six major sections that will total approximately 12 feet tall by 24 feet wide
when arranged together.
It was selected over entries from
four other finalists.
The sculpture, commissioned for
$15,000, is expected to be installed in
March, 1982 in the atrium of the
145,000-square-foot facility overlooking the capitol and the Kentucky
River off the East-West Connector.
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The 5th Annual Championship International Miniature Horse Show will
break tradition and return to the West
Kentucky Livestock and Expostion
Center for the second straight year.
Show coordinator Ray Lee recently
said past shows have been held in
various locations in North Carolina,
South Dakota and Virginia. But, the
International Miniature Horse
Registry wanted to return to Calloway
County because it was "such a good
location," he said.
However, local folks may not be the
only spectators.
Exposition center director Bill
Cherry said Tuesday the crew from
the television show "PM Magazine"
has informed him they will attend the
event. Cherry said the evening program is telecast by about 120 stations.
The first part of the horse show
begins at 7 p.m. Friday and will last
about three hours, according to Lee.
He said 19 classes will be judged Friday and the remaining 29 classes will
be judged Saturday. The Saturday
show begins at 1 p.m. and will last
between 4-5 hours. Admission for both
shows is free.
The coordinator said $100 and a
trophy will go to first place winners in
each category, with ribbons being
awarded to second through fifth place
finishers. The four grand champions
will each receive about $2504300, Lee
said. The grand champ classes are:

Contract To Cost Postal
System $4.8 Million

SUDDEN DEATH PLAYOFF — Paducah's Kurt Averill (left with
watches as his playoff competitor ll'rent Herrin of Harrisburg, Ill., tees
off on the first of two extra holes in the Murray Country Club's junior
Golf Invitational. Both juniors fired five-over-par 77s in regulation
play and Averill won in the playoff. For more tournament information, see story and related photos on Page 11-A of today's
Sports section.
Staff photo bv Jim Rector

Mostly clear and pieasaet—
tonight. Lows in the mid 60s.
Partly sunny and a little warmer
Thursday. Highs in the upper 80s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Friday through Sunday: Little
if any precipitation is expected
through the weekend. Lows will
range from 65 to 75 degrees while
highs will range from the mid 80s
to low 90s.
Lake Levels
358.54
Lake Barkley
358.54
Kentucky Lake

By RANDOLPH E.SCHMID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The tentative three-year contract that headed
off a nationwide mail strike shouldn't
push the cost of a first-class stamp
beyond the 20 cents already sought by
the Postal Service, Postmaster
General William F. Bolger says.
Bolger estimated the pact, hammered out Tuesday after 30 hours of
almost non-stop bargaining, would
cost the Postal Service $4.8 billion. It
would give the half-million members
of the two largest postal unions about
a 10 percent pay raise — $900 apiece
more in base wages and about $1,200
in bonuses — plus unlimited protection against inflation and rising health
benefit premiums.
In announcing the settlement nine
hours after an earlier agreement fell

Paper Announces
Changes In Staff

Two staff changes in the news
department of The Murray Ledger &
Times were annwinced today by
publisher Walter L. Apperson.
Matthew S. Sanders has been promoted to the position of news editor of
the daily newspaper and Jim Rector
has joined the staff as sports editor.
Sanders, a 1978 graduate of Murray
State University, has been employed
with the newspaper since February
1979 as a staff reporter-photographer.
In his new position, he will be responsible for the day-to-day news content
of the newspaper and coverage
assignments for the news staff.
While at Murray State, Sanders
served as sports editor of the Murray
State News. He also was a member of
Sigma Delta Chi, Society of Professional Journalists.
30-34-inch mare, mare under 30 inSanders, 25. has a bachelor's degree
ches, 30-34-inch stallion and stallion in journalism.
under 30 inches.
JIM RECTOR
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Sports Editor
Lee, one of the horse registry's P. Sanders of Springfield, Ohio.
directors, said more than 400 horses
High
School,
has served as sports
Rector, born in Mohave, Calif., is a
will be in this year's show, a big in- graduate of Austin Peay State Univer- editor of the Paris 1Tenn.) Postcrease from the 210 horses entered in sity with a bachelor's degree in Intelligencer.
1980. The horses come from "all over English. He is married to the former
Rector, also a photographer, will be
responsible for the sports coverage of
the Urated States and Canada," he Elizabeth Cartwright of Nashville.
said, including such states as CaliforFor the past 18 months Rector, 23, a the newspaper and the supervision of
nia, Minnesota, Michigan and New 1976 graduate of Mt. Juliet (Tenn.) sports reporters and photographers.
Rector's mother and stepfather are
Jersey.
Guy Se Nancy Yelton of Lebanon,
Also during the competition, a trick
Tenn.
horse is scheduled to perform a 20The sports editor position was
minute routine each of the two days.
formerly held by David Hibbitts.
Lee, who raises miniature horses
"Both of these young men have proand miniature Sicilian donkeys on his
ven themselves in their respective
Shady Acres Farm in Hardin, said he
positions over the past 18 months,"
thought the small horses originated in
Apperson said. "As always, we are
Argentina.
committed to providing the best daily
newspaper possible for Murray, Kentucky," Apperson said."We feel these
changes will better enable us to accomplish that task."
Managing editor Gene McCutcheon,
The Murray Electric System Plant
a veteran of 13 years with the
Board is scheduled to hold its regular
newspaper, is continuing in that posimeeting this afternoon at 4:30.
tion which involves general manage
Agenda items for the meeting inment duties over the entire
elude a discussion of written contracts
newspaper operation as well as the
for industrial customers and another
news department.
discussion involving industrial
Other news department staffers incustomer deposits and instruments of
clude Local Scene editor Jo Burkeen
security.
and reporter-photographer Debbie N.
The monthly report will also be
Lee, and John Salerno, general
according
to
meeting,
given at the
assignment reporter.
chairperson Mary Jane Jackson.

apart when words were put into
In separate negotiations, the Nawriting, Bolger took the occasion to tional Rural Letter Carriers Associaplug the Postal Service's request to tion, which represents about 63,000
raise the first-class mail rate from 18 employees, also agreed to a tentative
cents to 20 cents.
contract Tuesday. Terms were not anBut he said he thought 20 cents, nounced.
twice rejected by the Postal Rate
Commission, would be enough "for a
couple of years."
Higher labor costs can be offset by
increased productivity, Bolger explained, noting that the settlement includes $350 in productivity bonuses for
each worker in each year of the conThe defense was scheduled to pretract.
sent its case this afternoon following a
Postal officials had estimated their noon recess in the Calloway Circuit
first offer, 11,,krig cost-of-living
Court trial of James Manning.
raises to an avFrage-5 percent a year
Manning, 37, of Route 1, Kirksey, is
and freezing base pay, would have in- charged with one count of second
creased mail rates 3 cents by 1982. degree burglary, one count of third
They had said union demands for 14.7 degree burglary and one count of theft
percent annual wage and cost-of- of over $100, in addition to a charge of
living raises, a 35-hour week and a first degree persistent felony of10th holiday would have forced a 45- fender.
The charges stem from an alleged
cent stamp by 1984.
Moe Biller, president of the April 9 break-in at the home and store
American Postal Workers Union, of Carl Usrey in Kirksey.
The five man, seven woman jury
predicted the contract will be ratified.
While the unions didn't get heard the testimony of Usrey, sheriff
everything they wanted,"we feel it's Max Morris and depuq‘sheriff'Datld
a good contract and that the member- Balentine during the commonwealth's
ship will approve it," Biller said. presentation.
Commonwealth's attorney Ron
Vince Sombrotto of the National
Association of Letter Carriers said the Christopher is prosecuting the case.
ratification process will take about 30 and Robert 0. Miller is the defense attorney.
days.

Defense Set To
Present Case In
Trial Of Manning

Troopers Mark Vehicles
In Identification Program
Every 58 minutes, a vehicle
somewhere in Kentucky is stolen,
With that in mind, Kentucky State
Police troopers currently are marking vehicles with identificatibn
numbers as part of the Vehicle Indentification Program.
Troopers will be marking vehicles
from 8 a.m. to noon Thursday at the
Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot.
Vehicles also were marked this
morning.
Trooper Richard Wright said that, if
response is good,the program may be
continued next week.
The indentification process, which
is free to the public, etches the
vehicles' registration number on all
plates of glass.
Wright said that if vehicles were
stolen, all windows would have to be
removed before resale which would
cut down the amount of profit.
Troopers apply a special black

paint to the corner of each window,
write the vehicle's registration
number through the paint with an etching compound and then wipe off the
paint.
The marking is permanent. Wright
said.
A sticker stating that the vehicle
has been marked also is placed on the
glass.
Drivers in area counties have beer
"receptive" to the program although
participation by Calloway County
drivers was somewhat down from the
average, Wright said. He added that
he hoped Calloway County response
would pick up after publicity about
the program.
State police started the program
Sept. 10 in Frankfort.
If local business owners wish to
sponsor a vehicle identification program, they should contact Wright at
the Mayfield state police post.

Electric Board Sets
Afternoon Meeting

IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM — Kentucky State Police troopers
today were marking vehicles with its registration numbers for the
Vehicle Identification Program. The program, which is free, also will
be held from 8 a.m. to noon Thursday at the Roy Stewart Stadium
parking lot.

TIKI-MAST Day Rescheduled To July 25

—

ITICI-MAST Day, sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
Medical Explorer Post 803 and
originally scheduled for May 9, has
been rescheduled for Saturday, July
25.
The day's activities are designed to
educate the community about the
valuable emergency helicopter ambulance service, 4
The TIKI-MAST helicopter will be
landing at the Roy Stewart Stadium
parking lot at 1 p.m. The crew will
give demonstrations at 2 p.m. and 4.
The crew also will be on hand all
afternoon to explain TIKI-MAST's
equipment and services.
"We want to make people of Murray
and Calloway County aware Of how
important TIKi-mAST"Ili to all of us
and help raise themoney TIKI-MAST
needs," Mike Garland, Explorer coordinator for TIKI-MAST Day,said.

An afternoon of activities is
scheduled from the helicopter landing
until it leaves at 5 p.m.

The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Sqaud and hospital ambulance service will be on hand to conduct tours
of their emergency equipment and exThe Post will be performing their
plain its use.
children's puppet show, "Willie Has
The TIKI-MAST emergency
His Tonsils Out" at 1:30 p.m. and 3:30
helicopter ambulance service has
p.m., just before the TIKI-MAST
been serving Murray and west Kendemonstrations.
tucky since 1975. However, the
Various groups will be selling pop- helicopter service can contigue to excorn, soft drinks and popsicles and ist with financial support from the
donating proceeds to TIKI-MAST. The community it serves, Jack D. Walker,
Explorer Post will have automobile TIKI-MAST Civilian coordinator,
first aid kits for sale.
Paducah,said.
The helicopter service, provided by
Young Actors' Guild members of
the Calloway County Community the 101st Army Airborne Division at
Theatre will be donating their time Fort Campbell, needs $70,000 this year
and talent to make-up interested peo- and an additional $25,000 each year in
ple as clowns all afternoon. Practical--the future to cover maintenance,
null beeofthe District 17 Unit 1 of thy:'41alker said.
Of the $70,000 needed this year,
Licensed Practical Nurses -Association will be taking blood pressures for $3,5,000 will go to replace helicopter-toany donation to TIM-MAST.
hospital radio equipment; $25,000 win
•

be used to cover administrative costs
and build a fund for new equipment;
and $10,000 will be used to buy infant
transport units.
The Military Assistance to Safety
and Traffic (MAST) program has
been serving Tennessee, Illinois, Kentucky and Indiana TIM .for six
years.
So far in 1981, 46 percent of the re
quests made for TIKI-MAST have
come from the area, including the
Murray hospital: _
TIKI-MAST is free to patients and
hospitals. Costs are covered by donations from the communities supported
by TIKI-MAST.
Donations may be sent any titneli•
tart of itiitsit Explorer Post 803, Mike Garland,
treasurer, 803 Poplar, Murray, Ky.,
42071.
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Cekbration Planned
EVANS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. David Evans
of Toledo, Ohio, are the
parents of a baby girl, Jennifer Lynn, weighing eight
pounds four ounces, born on
Tuesday, July 14, at the
Toledo hospital.
Paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Evans,
formerly of Puryear, Tenn.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. George Evans of
Puryear, Tenn.,and Mr. and
Mrs. Nolan Alexander of
Paris, Tenn.

Reception To Be
At Local Bank
Sunday Afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Noble 1).
Palmer of Cape Coral, Fla.,
will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
July 26, with a reception
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the
Community 'Room of . the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank, Murray.
Mrs. Palmer is the former
&ma Guier. They were
married on July 21, 1931, at
Waterloo, Lll.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the
reception hosted by Mrs.
Palmer's brother, Quint
Guier, and his daughter,
Martha Guier.
The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Pete Parley is a patient in
Room 251, Wectern Baptist
Hospital, Paducah, Ky.
42001.

Mr. and Mrs. Noble D. Palmer

RE'TURN HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Lyin
Ferguson of New Concord
have returned borne after a
visit with their grandson,
Steve Ferguson and family
of Carmel,Ind.

Community Events Listed
Thursday,July 23
Kiddie Day for children,
preschool -through sixth
grade, will be held from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Oaks
Country Club. Each one is to
bring a sack lunch.
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Thursday,July 23
Thursday,July 23
Murray State University
Bible Journaling Group of
First Christian church will Summer Community Band,
meet at the home of Jo Clete directed by Dr. Gerald L.
Williams, 1512 Canterbury Welker, will present its second annual Concert-in-theDrive,at 7 p.m.
Park at 7 p.m. in the old
freight depot in the MurrayHazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2 Calloway County Park.
p.m. for activities by the
Legion of Mary will meet
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at at 10:40 a.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Douglas at 12 noon.
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Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with lunch at 12
noon.
SIDS, support group for
persons affected by sudden
death syndrome, will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets. For information call 753-3381.
Student exhibitions in
photography by Hunter
Whitesell, Fulton, and in
drawing and painting by Jeffrey Miller, Campbellsville,
will open today at the Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University,
and will run through Aug.6.

Junior Golf will be held at
9 a.m. at the Murray Country Club.
Mixed Tennis with Rick
and Vicki Willer as hosts will
be held at 6 p.m. at the Murray Country Club.

Knights of Columbus
Ladies Night will be held at
Junior Golf with Jerry and
6:30 p.m. at the Parish Carolyn Caldwell as
Center, St. Leo's Catholic chairmen will be held at 9
Church.
a.m. at the Oaks Country
Club.
Photography Club of
Western Kentucky will meet
"Hymn for Kentucky" will
at the printing office of the be presented by the ComWest Kentucky State Voca- munity Theatre at 8 p.m. in
tional School, Paducah, at 7 the old freight depot of
p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
Wranglers Riding Club
Friday,July 24
will meet at 8 p.m. at the
Greater Paducah Chapter
club.
of Parents without Partners
will meet at Park Terrace,
Disabled American South Fulton, for clingier and
Veterans and Auxiliary are dancing at 7:30 p.m. For inscheduled to meet at 7 p.m. formation cal11-247-6599 or 1at the Legion Hall, South 247-8346.
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Chapter 853 of the National
Association of Retired
mplao.m
Fedetraalt 9E3o
yeesat will

Tobey-Williams Vows
To Be Read Saturday

3

Friday NightAt
Dakota Feed & Grain

Start With Our

Peel'n Eat
Shrimp -

Doz.$1 .50
Bakers Dozen $3.00

% Lb. $2.75
'A Lb.$495

/

1 Lb.
Fnday

Nights
5 p.m.-10 p.m.

Chestnut & 16th
Murray, Ky.

759-4455

A
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Mr. and Mrs. Gary Crass
Butternut Wellington tuxedo
featuring a ruffled shirt with
a wing tipped collar. His
boutonniere was a peach
rose bud surrounded with
asparagus fern and baby's
breath.
' A. B. Crass, uncle of the
groom, served as best man.
Sammy Todd and Steve
Pember served as ushers
and groomsmen. They were
attired in tuxedoes identical
to that of the groom.
Mrs. Gammon, mother of
the bride, was attired in a
street length dress of cream
satin. Her corsage was of
peach rose buds srrounded
with leather leaf greenery
and baby's breath.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Crass, was attired in a street

THE ACES®IRA
"The mind learns with
difficulty what has been
impressed on it." — Seneca.

All bridge players know
that it's foolish to voluntarily give away a free finesse.
However, as with any other
rule, one must always be on
guard for the exception.
Today's East had his difficulties in recognizing the
exception.
East won his spade ace
and made the "safe" return
of a trump. There was no
chance that a trump lead
could give declarer anything he did not already
have.
Absolutely true as far as
trumps were concerned, but
East's unimaginative play
gave declarer the time to
make his game. Declarer
won in hand and lost two
club tricks to East, but he
still had time to draw another round of trumps and discard two of his diamonds on
dummy's clubs. The diamond finesse became
unnecessary and declarer
made his vulnerable game.
It would have been another story had East stopped to
think about dummy's long
flubs after winning the
spade ace. At trick two, if
East shifts to a low
diamond, he will beat the
game. Declarer gets a free
finesse, but East establishes
a diamond winner before his
high clubs are gone.
West's diamond nine
GOLDEN POND — The vironomental education.
drives out dummy's queen
tenth annual homecoming
After a brief welcome by and when East wins the club
for former residents of Ten- Elizabeth kward Thach, queen, West's diamond jack
nessee Valley Authority's newly 9Wkinted LBL knocks out the aee. Now
Land Between The Lakes manager, the homecoming when East wins the ace of
NORTH
7-22-A
and their friends and will be devoted to renewing
•K
relatives will be held Sun- friendships and discussing
IP A J9 7
old times. A picnic lunch will
day, Aug.9.
•AQ6
•K J 10 9 I
The homecoming will be be the only organized event
WEST
EAST
held in LBL at the old Fenton of the day.
• 96 3
•Q J 105 4
airstrip east of Eggner's
43
• 2
Dolly Gillahan, a former W
Ferry Bridge on U. S.
J9 7
•K 5 2
resident of the area and •
4
3
•5
•AQs
Highway 68. TVA will
secretary of the LBL
SOUTH
prepare the site, furnish
Homecoming Committee,
•87 2
tables, and provide water
11K Q1016
said everyone interested in
and restroom facilities for
•1043
the event is invited to attend.
•7 2
the homecoming. Visithrs
She estimated that 750 peoare requested to bring their
Vulnerable Both Dealer
ple attended the homecomown food and lawn chairs.
North The bidding
ing last year.
The annual event is
North East South West
especially for those families
For additional information I.
Pass IW
pass
that had to move away when—AS:intact Dolly Gillahan at
Pass Pau Pus
-Coo/grew:• authorized th. lag 2,Box no, Ledbetter,
Opening lead Spade queen
establishment of LBL, a Ky., 42058, telephone 1-898170,000 acre national 2524; or TVA, Land Between
demonstration area for the Lakes, Golden Pond, Ky. clubs, be can cash his dianatural reeources manage- 42231, telephone 1-924-5602, mond king for one down
Sometimes one must
ment, reeleation, and en- extension 274.

length three piece ensemble
of deep maroon silk. Her corsage was of white orchids
surrounded with leather leaf
greenery.
Grandmothers of the couple were presented corsages
of white carnations.
The guest register was attended by Ms. Sheila Cain.
Directing the wedding was
Mrs. Eddie Rollins, cousin of
the grom.
Reception
The wedding reception
was held in the party room of
the University Branch of the
Bank of Murray immediately following the ceremony.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Gay Robison, sister of
the groom, Mrs. Jean Cloar,
Mrs. Jane Steely, Mrs. Wanda Maness, and Mrs. Vickie
Geurin.

The cream and white three
tiered wedding cake, accented with peach roses,
white carnations, baby's
breath and leather leaf
greenery, was served from a
table covered with a white
lace cloth and featured
cascade arrangement of
daisies, carnations, peach
roses, leather leaf greenery
and baby's breath.
After a wedding trip to
Naples, Fla., the new Mr.
and Mrs. Crass are now
residing in Murray.
Rehears'Dinner
Mrs. Crass hosted a
rehearsal dinner at
DeVanti's Restaurant. Place
cards were arranged for 18
persons. The couple chose
this time to present gifts to
members of the wedding
party.

G. CORN,JR.

learn to give a little in order
to gain a lot.
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Bid with Cora
Sot)th holds:

Italian Spaghetti
Special

7-22-B

•A 9 6 3
•5 2
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South
10
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ANSWER: Pass. A minimum opening and one no
trump should be as good a
spot as any.
Send bridge quesnoos to The Aces
P0 Boa 12353. Dallas, Texas 75225,
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
tor reply

With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' 1%tra
169c Special For Kids
Inside Dining Onl%

Free Refill% On Drinks

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.
11 - 1

o

11,1.

51
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'Homecoming Planned
At Old Fenton Area

Enjoy The Finest Seafood
In The Area
Alaskin
-FirCa I Red Snapper
King Crab
$6.95
$8.95
Breaded Oysters
Clam Strips
$4.75
$AM
Scallops$6.25 1Flounder
;6.25

Oyster
Bar

Miss Krista Maupin,
daughter of Jerry Mau*
and Mrs. John Gammon,and
Gary Crass, son of Mrs.
Maurice Crass, Jr., and the
late Mr. Crass, were married on Saturday, June 6, at
12 noon at the Eastwood Baptist Church.
Officiating at the
ceremony was the Rev. John
Terry. A program of nuptial
music was presented by
Mrs. Oneida White, vocalist
and organist.
The vows were exchanged
before a brass heart shaped
candelabrum enhanced on
either side by arrangements
of peach and white gladioli
surrounded with leather leaf
greenery.
The Bride
The bride, escorted to the
altar and given in marriage
by her father, wore a formal
gown of white chantilace
with a molded bodice featuring a u-shaped neckline and
full bishop sleeves with deep
fitted cuffs. The ruffled skirt
was multi tiers of lace
billowing to the floor and
sweeping to a cathedral
train. To complete the bridal
ensemble she wore a reembroidered lace bandeau
sprinkled with pearls and
crystals from which flowed a
fingertip veil of illusion.
Her jewelry consisted of a
simple set of pearl earrings
which were a gift. Along with
her bouquet of peach roses
and baby's breath with
asparagus fern she carried a
white handkerchief belonging to the groom's grandmother.
Miss Lesa Maupin, sister
of the bride, served &slier
maid of honor. Miss Lynn
Pace and Miss Karen
Jackson were bridesmaids.
The attendants were attired in long chiffon dresses
with peach five' designs.
Each carried a single peach
rose bud surrounded with
leather leaf greenery, baby's
breath and a long streaming
ribbon.
The Groom
The groom was attired in a

Calloway Public Library.

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
Miss Beverly Renee Fike as her matron of honor, p.m. for activities by the
ROGER MOORE.
daughter of Mr. and and Miss Diane McCuLston, Senior Citizens with lunch at
Tobey,
MIES BOND
Mrs. Frederick L. Tobey, cousin of the groom-elect, as Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.
NM 101 R
and Rickie Wayne Williams, her maid
of honor.
17,9 ("1.1
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
The bridesmaids will be
Club membership social
St • 75) 13'4
Williams, all of Murray, Mrs.
Lesa Dolwick and Mrs. will be held at 5:30 p.m. at
have completed plans for Karen
Carpenter, cousin of the Murray Country Club.
Open 7:45•Start 8:15
heir wedding on Saturday, the groom
-elect. Miss Alyson Twilight Golf will not be
Grove
uly 25, at the Elm
McNutt,cousin of the groom- held.
ptist Church.
elect, will be the flower girl.
The Rev. Calvin Wilkins
Best man for Mr. Williams
Murray-Calloway County
will officiate at the double will be
Phil McCuiston, Ministerial Association will
ring ceremony to be read at cousin
of the groom-elect. have a picnic at 6 p.m. at the
7:30 p.m. Paula ICinsolving,
Groomsmen and ushers will pavilion adjacent to the log
pianist, and Wendy Stallins, be
Roger Leslie, Kenny courthouse in the new
soloist, will present the
Overby, William Tobey, Murray-Calloway Park.
music.
brother of the bride-elect, Area ministers and their
Miss Tobey will be given in Mike
Dixon, and Greg families are invited. Those
marriage by her father and McNutt,
14 *cry 121 S1ç3
cousin of the groom- planning to attend should
has chosen Mrs. Vanessa elect.
call 753-6712 or 753-6695 by*
Following the ceremony Wednesday.
The Catch
the reception will be held in
"Hymn For Kentucky"
the Fellowship Hall of the will be presented by the
Of The Week Is
church.
Community Theatre at 8
All friends and relatives pin. in the old freight depot
are invited to attend the wed- of Murray-Calloway County
ding and the reception.
Park.

oor;

e.

Thursday,July 23
Golden Age Club will have
a potluck luncheon at 11:30
a.m. at the social hall of the
First United Methodist Church.
4

Miss Krista Maupin Is Wed
To Mr. Crass At Eastwood

1/2
PRICE SALE
•

INFANTS-TO 14-G-IRLS
INFANTS T020 BOYS
•
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Patients Listed At Hospital
7-16-81
Walter S. Kubik, Rt. 4,
NEWBORN ADHESIONS Benton; Mrs. Louise M.
Stubblefield, baby girl Byars, Rt. 2, Puryear,
(Phyllis)
Rt. 1, Box MI, Tenn.; Hugh B. Wallace, Rt.
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
Almo.
8, Murray, Mrs. Betty E.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I and Tegretol? I have that can relieve the
pain.
McNutt, baby girl Boesel, at. 5, Murray;
have ajroblem with a skin become immune to both. Do The pain is
transmitted by
Sheilah) Rt. 2, Box 203, Lorene Murphey, Rt. 2,
cancer on my nose. It start- you know how successful the the trigeminal
nerve which Paris,
ed as a little bump about shot or needle into the jaw is is why it is also
Tenn.
Wingo.
called trihalf way between the middle for tic? I know of a ladz
Hester, baby girl (Cynte
t geminal neuralgia. The neu7-17-81
and end of my nose about had this done and it
aaa) Rt. 8, Box 521B, Murrosurgical
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
two years ago. I went to the about five years. She says involve eithertechniques ray.
selective
doctor and he burned it off. the side of her face was left destruction of the individual
Howell, baby
boy
DISMISSALS
About a month later it came numb but it was better than pain fibers without
(Patricia)
Rt. 1, Dexter.
destroyMrs.
Stella
Cavitt,
417
M.
back. He burned it again. In having pain.
ing other fibers for sensaOdom, baby boy (Debra)
the last two years he has
tion, or another procedure Cherry, Murray; Billie Jean Rt. 1, Paris,Tenn.
DEAR
READER
Tic
burned it five or six times.
Raines,
312
North
15th
that exposes the root of the
DISMISSALS
Each time the cancer goes a doloureux is a very severe aerie and removes
Street, Mayfield; Mrs. RhonMrs. Freda Gail Sumlittle lower on my nose until pain in the face and jaw pressure The pressure local da G.
Tracy and baby boy,
often
region. Many who have it
now it is almost on the end.
is a loop of artery pressing Kirksey; Mrs. De Anna Rose mars, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
It heals each time and would do almost anything to on the nerve. Ask your
doc- and baby boy, 83 Shady Mary Beth Downs and baby
after the scab comes off it be rid of it, so I understand tor to refer you to a neurogirl, Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs.
how
important
this is to you.
looks just fine with a clean
surgeon familiar with these Oaks, Murray; Patricia A.
Besides
the
medicines you techniques to see if you can Mitchuson, 727 Riley Court,
scar, then it pops out again.
My doctor told me that have taken, there are some be
proc
h:Icred with one of these Murray.
other people had this prob- newer surgical techniques
Urea.
Pat 0. Coleman,815 North
lem, too, but not as persis19th Street, Murray; Mrs.
tent as mine. I have begun to
Lou V. McGary, 1308 Overget worried about it but he
by, Murray; Mrs. Peggy J.
said it wasn't the dangerous
type. But I am getting tired
McClure, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
of going around with a scab
Gina Shipley, 17, daughter $15,000 in scholarships, a Mrs. Gloria J. Boy,2244 Citaon the end of my nose all the
of
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Shipley new automobile for the tion Avenue, Owensboro;
time. Is there anything else
of
Murray,
has been selected reigning year, a 85,000 ap- Mrs. Veda L. Williford, Box
that can be done about it?
DANVILLE, Ky. - Two
Can you send me any infor- for the state finals of the 1981 pearance contract, a $2,000 75, Hazel; Tammy R. Lee, students
from the Murray
1836-D
J
Street,
Grand
mation on this problem?
Forks
Teenworld Pageant.
wardrobe and many other
area
attended
a leadership
DEAR READER - Such
AFB,North Dakota.
The pageant is set for 7:30 prizes.
conference
this
week on the
skin cancers are the most p.m. Saturday,
Mrs.
Omeda
Irvin, Rt. 1,
July 25, at
The pageant is the official
common form of all cancers.
campus of Centre College of
Hazel;
Matthew
Green,
Rt.
the
Hyatt Regency, state finals for the TeenThe mild type are so comKentucky.
world Pageant. Contestants 7, Mayfield; Olessi Girarmon and so seldom a serious Louisville.
The leadership conference
dini,
1527
N.
Wick
Park,
Shipley is sponsored by the from all_ over the 'state will
problem if not neglected
was
sponsored by the KenChicago,Ill.; Mrs.Sandra G.
that they are not usually Murray Insurance Agency. be competing-for the title.
tucky Association of Student
included in cancer statistics. Shipley will be a senior at
Barnett,
1601A
College Farm
All contestants must be
The exception is the maligRoad, Murray; Mrs. Nellie Councils, an organization
between
the
ages
of
14
and
nant melanoma skin cancer
established to encourage and
18, have a "B" or better V. Ratliff, Box 1065, Paris, assist student councils
which is serious.
Tenn.
grade average and are reThe type you have are
Mrs. Jessie B. Clayton, Rt. throughout the state.
usually the end result of
quired to participate in the
About 200 delegates at3,
Paris, Tenn.; James B.
excess exposure to the sun
Teenworld Volunteer Sertended the session, which
- often over years. The
Michael,
Rt.
3,
Paris,
Tenn.;
vice program.
ended Thursday. The sesyoung person bent on get •
This nationally-sanctioned Carl W. Chester, Rt. 1, sions involved workshops
that deep tan may look g'..
Kirksey;
Mrs.
Beth
A.
program has been an incentoday but iu years to come
and instruction in leadership
tive for many teenage girls Faulkner, 123 Koffman, skills.
that abused skin will be old,
Hopkinsville;
Mrs.
Judy A.
wrinkled and prone to skin
to become involved in serThe students from Murray
Hollander,Box 825, Murray.
cancers. That is why dermavice to their communities.
High School, were Wendy
tologists try to get people to
Lovett, daughter of Mr. and
use sun screens and avoid
'sunburns or excessive tans.
Mrs. Ted Lovett of Rt. 1, a
I am sending you The
senior, and Lyruittte ThompGina Shipley
Health Letter number 7-10,
son, daughter of Mr. and
Your Skin: Sun, Aging, Spots Murray High School
where
Mrs. Lynn Thompson of 809
and Cancer, which will give
N. 17th St. Ext.,a senior.
you more information on'she is band vice presidegt,
The KASC conference is
such cancers. Others who color guard captain, Trwant this issue can send 75 Alpha vice president, Teens
one of ten meetings being
cents with a long, stamped, Who Care vice president and
held this summer on the Cenself-addressed envelope for Future Homemakers of
tre College campus.
it to me,in care of this news- America treasurer.
By Abigail Van Buren
Centre College of Kenpaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
tucky is a four-year college
City Station, New York, NY She also is a member of
the First Baptist Church
of the liberal arts and
10019.
sciences, now in its 162nd
If such slow-growing can- youth council.
cers are neglected they can Contestants will be judged
year of operation.
cause enough damage to on scholastic and civic
presentt cosmetic problems. achievements, appearance,
DEAR ABBY: Now that summer vacation is here and
can have the area
surgically excised and poise and personality. Con- many children are left at home while their parents are
repaired. The problem is testants may choose working, shopping or whatever, parents should instruct
that a damaged skin that between talent competition their children on how to handle telephone calls from
may spawn one such skin or presentation of a speech strangers when they are at home alone. You would be
Subscribers who have not
cancer may, and usually on "My Place in the World." amazed at some of the conversations I have had with received their home-delivered
does, spawn new skin can- The winner
of the state children when I have called the homes of clients. For copy of Ih Nam ledger I liar by
cers from other damaged
530 p_rn. Monday-Friday or by
example:
areas. So it is often a job to finals will receive an all- Questions
3.30 p.m Saturdays are urged
Answers
expense
paid
trip
to
compete
keep getting rid of them as
to call 1531914 between 5.30 P.m
Is your mother home?
No.
in the national finals on New Is your father home?
they occur.
ad 6 6.8 No* Ora* hien or
No.
pee. al 4g.. Salm6y1
DEAR DR. LAMB - Is Year's Eve in the Omni, Is your older brother, sister,
A circulation deportment emthere any known drug for tic Atlanta, Ga.
grandmother, baby sitter there? No.
doloureux besides Dilantin She will compete for Is anyone there with you?
No.(or) Yes, my little sister. ployee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
When will someone (adult)
of your newspaper Calls must
home?
I don't know.
be placed byl p.s. weekdays orto verify your address.
pa. Saturdays to guarantee,
Is it I
1?
Yes
r Abby, do you understand what I am saying? These kids delivery.
The regular business office
all alone, don't know whom they are talking to and are
" That Kelly Williams, bride-elect of !are
willing to answer just about any question I ask. When I hours of The Upted,sr &
I as.
5 ea. Monday
Harold G. Doran Jr. has selected her have asked the children for their parents' work numbers, ore
they don't know the numbers, they don't know where their through Friday ond *as. Is ma..
bathroom linen and accessories as well parents work and sometimes they don't even know if their Saturdays.
as other items for her new home from parents work!
For the sake and safety of the children of working
our vast collection of gifts.
parents, please advise parents to teach their children how to
handle telephone calls from strangers, because some day
Kelly and Harold
the stranger may be really strange!
will be married
L. IN OHIO

Abuse spawns mild cancer

Donna M. Rakestraw and
baby girl, 608 Fairlarie
Drive, Murray; Mrs. Bettie
Sue Murdock, Jakarta, Indonesia; Stanley Darnell,
Rt. 1, Farmington.
Charles Broach, B1
Southside Manor, Murray;
Mrs. Nancy D. O'Daniel, Rt.
1, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Jessie
B. Clayton, Rt. 3, Paris,
Term.; Greg L. Andrews, Rt.
5, Patia, Tenn.; Mrs. Myrtle

Duncan,Rt. 6, Murray.
Tina L Bogard, Rt. 3,
Murray; Roger D. Runyon,
Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs. Phyllis
L. Turner, Rt. 2, Murray;
Kimberly C. Evitts, Rt. 1,
Dukedom, Term.; Robert E.
Collins, 606 Maple Street,
Benton.
Daniel 0. Jones, 214 North
13th Street, Murray; Rex D.
Houston, Rt. 8, Murray;
Floyd M. Gunton, at. 1, Mur-

ray ; Mrs. Ruth E. Robinson,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Term;
Elisha C. Mohundro, Hazel
Horace W. Gatewood, 303
Park Street, Dresden,
Tenn.; Twyman Edwards,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs. Gracie
P. Upland, Almo; William
T. McGehee, 40842 North
First Street, Murray; Mrs.
Vada S. Christensen (expired) Rt. 2, South Fulton,
Term.

For Your Pleasure We Present The
Third of Our Summer.
Murrayans At Scheduled Artist's Appearances

Murrayan In Pageant

Conference
At Centre

we.4

_Dewy,

Many Kids Hooked
By Strangers' Line

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

We Announce With Pride

August 15th.

Phil Lavel , Wildlife Artist, on Thursday, July
23rd. Phil will be here from 11:30 a.m. until
5:30 .m. We will have several of Phil's prints
on sa e, and he will have some of his original
paintings on display.
Phil will meet with you, answer questions, and personalize any of his prints. Lavely is an associate professor
of natural resource management at the University of Tennessee at Martin. After several years of picking up the
brush only 'when there was nothing else to do," he
decided to put on canvas a lifetime of studying the face of
nature and her creatures.

While you are here register for one of Phil's
prints to be given away framed that day
at 5:30 p.m.

lwant

DEAR L Thank you for this opportunity to remind
parents tii instruct their children to give no information to strangers on the telephone, and never to
indicate hat they are home alone.
E Childres should be taught to always ask,"Who is
!calling?" and "May I have your name and phone
/number?"(Parents should always leave a phone
number where they can be reached.)
A child who is not old enough to answer the phone
properly, refer a call or take a message is not old
I enough to be left alone.

1
die green door'
Dixieland Center
•••••••

You are invited to a reception in honor of

•••

6.•••••••••

eimmilmob.9

I- DEAR ABBY: ASHAMED -IN SAN ANTONIO- wrote to
Confess that she always sends herself flowers on Mother's
Day because her only child - a grown and married son usually forgets, and she wants to have something to show
her neighbors. How sad!
I have an only child - a daughter, also married. I never
give her a chance to forget me on Mother's Day. The day
before, I send her flowers and enclose a note:"Tomorrow is
Mother's Day,and I want you to know how proud J am to be
• your mother!"
•
It works like a charm. She hasn't forgotten me yet!
CAGEY MAMMA
DEAR CAGEY: That same wily device can be-used
for anniversaries.("I'm proud to be your wife.")

"
i',
a
f
111
4
i
),
„RESTAURANT

"Serving American & Chinese Food Daily"
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Breakfast 6-10:30 AM; Lunch 11.2 PM
01gor4-10 PM
LUNCH SPECIAIS COMBINATION PLATE
t

$295

As.Serve Itsguler Mow

Hwy.641 South, Holiday Inn
Murray, Ky.(502)753-4488
Owner and Chef, Johnny Ho
'We Welcome Take Out Orders"

•• •
DEAR ABBY: I have this terrible complex about being
sniall-bosomed. Where did I get this complex in the first
place? From my husband, that's where.
He's always looking at pictures of those big, bosomy girls
in the magazines, and whenever a stacked girl walks by, he
practically twists his neck off looking.
How long would it take for a flat-chested woman to get her
breasts surgically enlarged? I'm considering surprising my
husband. What do you think?
FLAT IN FRONT
.DEAR FLAT: I clan't recommend "surprising" your
husband. If you want to please your husband, discuss
It with him first. Some meh like to look, but they
prefer their wives as nature made 'em.
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters.
eongratulations, how to decline and aecept invitations an how to write an interestiow laljer girt
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
and a long. stamped (35
All Occasions." Send
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby. Letter
Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250+

•••••••* ,rp9p.,11.-•••1-• •••

•

•-•
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PAN,

Field

Bologna.
$1 29 12 oz.

Mk Tao,
Tab. ALW

$1
-

Root Be

59

a Peek 12 Oz. Cass

801 Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky.

••
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Miss Susan Jackson Married
To Mr. Elkins At Church

I

Miss Susan Ellen Jackson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.
T. Jackson of Hickman, was
married to Charles Allen
(Chuck) Elkins, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John E Elkins of
Hardin, in a late spring
candlelight ceremony at 2:30
p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church of Murray.
The Rev. R. E. Rabitan,
pastor of the church, performed the double ring
ceremony.
A program of nuptial
music of both contemporary
and classical selections was
presented by Mrs. Ginger
Boatright of Benton,
organist. A solo musical performance was given by
Monte Fisher of Murray,
vocalist and guitarist.
The wedding, vows were
exchanged in a setting of a
brass candelabrum arch of
white burning tapers interspersed with boxwood
greenery, accompanied on
either side with seven
branch candelabra. Arrangement.; of white
dogwood, &irgandy, and
pink silk roses in brass con-,
tainers enhanced the tables
on either side of the alter
steps. The family pews were
marked with white tapers
set in brass hurricanes,
decorated with greenery and
white satin bows. The stained glass sanctuary windows
each held a single, white burning taper inia brass holder.
As guests arrivek---theL.
'fielt signed the register
was attended by Mrs. Renee
Fralicx, sister of the grOom.
The registry table, covered burgandy rose buds.
in a white'linen cloth was
Miss Mae Cook of El Paso,
adorned with a white plumed Texas, and formerly of Miirpen and white leather guest ray, was the maid of honor.
book, complimented with a She wore a formal gown of
natural wicker basket filled aqua floral print, fitted at
with pink and burgandy silk the waist with a solid aqua
roses and carnations, ac- cummerbund. The bodice,
cented with a pair of white with Queen Anne neckline,
doves. Mrs. Fralicx, dressed was accented by aqua lace
in a formal gown of pale and self-covered buttons.
lilac, was presented a cor- The full skirt was completed
sage of beige lace and ribbon at the hem with a deep bias
with a cymbidium orchid.
flounce. She wore a wide
The Bride
brimmed hat of aqua with
The bride, given in mar- matching chiffon band and
riage by her parents, was silk flowers. She carried a
escorted to the altar by her white lace fan, holding a
brother, George C. Jackson cluster of silk flowers, with
of Memphis, Tenn. She wore white and aqua satin
a formal length gown of streamers.
white organza, in a tradiMrs. Raylene Burris
tional design by Alfred Gagel of Murray served as
Angelo. The Qjien Anne the matron of honor. She
neckline was adisft with wore a formal gown of blue
re-embroidered chantilly floral print identical in styllace, and full bishop sleeves irig to that of the maid of
were shaped with pleated honor. She also wore a wide
organza, cuffed at the wrist brimmed hat to compliment
with matching lace. A fitted her gown,and carried a lace
waist draped to form an fan of silk flowers with blue
apron effect of pleated and white satin streamers.
organza over a straight
The bridesmaids wore forsheer skirt trimmed at the mal length dresses with off
hem with lace. A chapel the shoulder flounce
length train, also edged in necklines. The bodice fitted
lace, completed the look. A at the waist with a full
fingertip length veil fell from gathered skirt, fell to a deep
a Juliet cap that was styled bias flounce hemline.
in lace, seed pearls, and
Miss Melissa Ann Jackson,
beads, matching the bodice niece of the bride, wore a
of the gown. Both blusher blue satin gown overlaid
and veiling were edged in with sheer white dotted
lace.
swiss. Miss Melinda Elkins,
The bride wore a single niece of the groom, wore an
strand of pearls, borrowed aqua satin gown with dotted
from her mother, and gold swiss overlay, and Miss
loop earrings,a gift from the Stephanie ,Elkins, also, a
maid of honor.
niece of the groom, wore a
She carried a cascading deep peach gown of satin,
bouquet of white silk open overlaid with sheer white
roses, delphenium, and dotted swiss.
baby's breath,accented with
They each carried a white

Get premium quality protecbon
for the price of ordinary paint'
Applies beautifully in one
smooth coat-saving you time
work and paint Washable, stain
resistant long wearing a great
paint at a great low price'
32 one coat colors
(532-8210, 532-8228-8301)

AT LOW SALE PRICES!
FLAT WHITE HOUSE PANT

This handsome, looking white applies
with latex ease over wood, shingles,
shakes and masonry. Long lasting.
weather and mildew resistant
(531-6112)

GAL
REG.$13.99

SEMIGLOSS HOUSE & TRIM

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allen Elkins
lace fan decorated with silk
flowers and satin ribbons to
match the dresses. Each
wore coordinated hairpieces
of silk flowers and ribbon
streamers.
Miss Tiffany Renee
Fralicx, youngest niece of
the groom, was the flower
girl. She wore a floor length
dress of dark pink satin overlaid with sheer white dotted
swiss. The neckline of the
dress featured a small ruffled flounce and short puffed
sleeves. The waist was
gathered by a pink satin sash
and the full skirt fell to a bias
flounce hemline. She carried
a white wicker basket filled
with pink rose petals.
The Groom
The groom was attired in
the all white Ashley tuxedo,
featuring pin tucked, wing
collared shirt, satin collared
jacket with vest, and white
satin ascot. His boutonniere
was a single burgandy rose
taken from his bride's bouquet.
Allen Wadkins of Benton
served as best man. The
groomsmen were Steve
Elkins, brother of the groom,
and Nelson Frahm, brotherin-law of the groom.
Lighting the altar candles
were Charles Eric Elkins,
son of the groom, John Carroll Jackson, nephew of the
bride, and Keith Elkins,
nephew of the groom.
All the men in the wedding
party wore the grey Adventure vested tuxedo of dinner
jacket styling, with pleated
shirt and wing tipped collar,
accented by striped ascot
and striped slacks. Each
wore a burgandy rose
boutonniere.

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

SALE
Everything Must Go!!!
50% OFF

ALREADY DISCOUNTED PRICES!

— Sale Starts Thursday, July 16th —
Got &obi Fat Beg &hello

Trent Francs, youngest
nephew of the groom,served
as ringbearer. He wore a
white vested tuxedo with
white bow tie, and burgandy
rose boutonniere. He carried
a white satin heart shaped
pillow edged in lace, which
was made by the bride's
mother.
John Elkins, father of the
groom, wore a grey dress
suit and burgandy rose
boutonniere.
Mrs. Evelyn Jackson,
mother of the bride, wore a
street length dress of beige
and brown with lilac accents. The knit ensemble
featured a 4, pleated skirt,
wrap bodice, and fitted
jacket.
Mrs. Bessie Elkins,
mother of the groom, was attired in a pink and beige
street length dress, designed
with a pleated skirt and coordinating jacket.
Both mothers were
presented with ivory cymbidium orchids with lace and
satin ribbon accents.

REG.$16.99

OUR BEST
OUR BETTER

Super washable velvety fle1 Wash to
boat walls and woodwork One coal
coverage 100s of colors
(550-6001. 5504019-6027)

Super scrubbed. • wows We won.
13eautiful for woodwont. aleo walls Of
kitchen, birth and other MOB which
require frequent canning One coat
coverage • 100's or colors
(5494013-6021)

Reception
A reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church
immediately following the
Reception
ceremony.
hostess was Mrs. Shiela
Elkins, who wore a formal
gown of pale green quiana
and was presented a beige
cymbidium orchid corsage.
The bride's table was
overlaid with a white chantilly lace cloth and silver appointrnents were used, ina
silver
cluding
candelabrum holding four
burning tapers, burgandy,
pink, and white silk flowers,
which centered the table.
The white three tiered
wedding cake was adorned
with white sugar doves on
each layer that was
separated by columns. The
top layer featured a delicate
porcelain statuette.of bride
and groom, under a heart
shaped white lace arch.
The groom's table was
also covered with a white
chantilly lace cloth with
silver punch bowl and cups,
and a silver candelabrum.
The three layered heart
shaped cake was made by
Miss Cook, the maid of
honor.
Monte Fisher, vocalist and
guitarist, performed a program of selected music
throughout the reception.
After a week's honeymoon. the couple is now
residing in Murray.

Su

r

Master Craft Quality

99

LATEX FLAT WALL PAINT
Elegant dacorsbr finish applies beautiful- $
ty, dries fast Non-yeecrwIng - washable
(5484113,61704444)

GAL

LATEX SEMIGLOSS

$

•

REG.$11.99

REG. $15.99
•White and Resdr4AbiCobrs priced es
'flown Cm colors eighty higher

REG.$13.99

UNFINISHED
WOOD SPINDLES
Can be stained, painted or left
natural_ A touch of elegance.
Choose Mediterranean or Traditional Heritage 378-0202(Z),
378-1010(Z)

MOVABLE
INTERIOR LOUVRE

PANEL
SHUTTERS
Shutter hardware and
hanging strips available

Nam Brand Meow',Stook Up Now For Back-To-School
Jarman
Florisheim
Robles amixor4.

•
•

Familore
Connie
Fanfare

•

Joyce
Innovations
, Joy

BOX
SHOE
DISCOUNT
114 E. So.St. On The Square-- Mayfield

Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John Elkins,hosted
the rehearsal dinner -9,beir home in Hardin. Covers
were laid for 20 persons. The
couple chose this time to pre
sent gifts to the members of
the wedding party.

Cooked Shopping Coster
Ihry.641 N.
Ple: 7134604

•'''',,^10.:16101116-er-wasieterevai-ke
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Looking Bark
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10 Years Ago
Four Murray Scouts — Mike Alexander, Mark Kennedy, Steve Porter,
and Larry Robinson — with Don Burchfield, leader, will leave July 26 to attend the World Scout Jamboree m
Tokyo, Japan.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Elsie
Mae Roberts,68.
The home of Tommy Thurman in
the Van Cleve community was
destroyed by fire yesterday afternoon.
The Retail Trade Committee of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce set
the dates of Aug.6 and 7 for the annual
sidewalk sale in Murray.
Pvt. E2 Jackie Bray, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Bray, Jr., is now stationed
in Mannheim, Germany with the 51st
Transportation Company.
Mrs. Hoyt (Opal) Roberts, Mrs.
Vernon ( Annie) Nance, and Mrs.
Jessie Shoemaker of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's
Club will attend the national B&.PW
convention at Cleveland, Ohio, July 24
and 25. Mr. Roberts and Mr. Nance
will accompany them to Cleveland.

Editorial

A Losing Battle
The federal government, as ligence on drug smuggling
everyone knows, has been losing rings. The DEA has also worked
its battle in recent years against closely with foreign governthe flow of illicit drugs into the ments to combat the traffic in
United States.
drugs at their sources in Asia,
Traffic in cocaine has doubled the Middle East and Latin
since 1978 and heroin smuggling America.
is once again on the rise after a So, merging the FBI and the
decade-long decline. In all, the DEA would create another of
domestic retail market for ille- the bureaucratic hybrids that
gal drugs ballooned from an es- have rarely worked well in the
timated $50 billion in 1978 to past.
perhaps $80 billion last year.
The DEA's sins, including
The Reagan administration mismanagement and lapses of
rightly alarmed over these fig- professionalism, could better be
ures, plans to fight back by mar- corrected by internal reforms
shalling the combined resources and an end to using the agency's
of the Drug Enforcement Ad- top posts as patronage rewards
ministration, the Internal Reve- for friendly politicians.
nue Service, the FBI and the That done, the administration
Treasury Department.
could then get on with the job of
By TIMOTHY HARPER
Associated Press Writer
Clearly, the administration's increasing cooperation and coemphasis on a coordinated, ordination among all federal , NEW YORK (AP) — The military
inter-agency counterattack agencies involved in the war --stl'aft should be reinstated, but for
men only,
said in the latest
makes sense. Past bureaucratic against one of the nation's most AssociatedAmericans
Press-NBC News poll.
squabbling, jurisdictional serious law-enforcement probThe public also agreed with current
disputes, duplication of effort lems.
.
and an overall lack of coordinaL•
tion unquestionably hampered W a$ttington Toda.y.
the war against drug traffickers.
But one proposal currently
under consideration — merging
the Justice Department's Drug
Enforcement Administration
The administration has asked ConAn AP News Analysis
(DEA) with the FBI — is, we
gress to lift a ban on sales to ArgenBy
BARRY
SCHWEID
think, ill-advised.
tina, and has proposed a ;3 billion
Associated
Writer
By law and tradition, the WASHINGTONPress
(AP) — The economic and military aid package
FBI's focus has been exclusively Reagan administration's new arms for Pakistan, despite is suppression of
domestic. Conversely, the DEA policy is unlikely to set sales records political insurgents and an ambitious
has stressed foreign operations or cause a major upsurge in weapons nuclear development program that is
including extensive use of un- traffic this year. But China and other causing concern.
dercover agents to gather intel- authoritarian countries stand to Chile and Guatemala, both under

20 Years Ago

Draft Favored, Women Not

Guns'Future

Bible Thought
-They worshipped and served the
creature more than the Creator. —
Romans 1:25.
How many people today worship
the things God has created, rather
than worship God Himself!

benefit from the soft-pedaling of
hutnan rights concerns.
On the theory that an enemy's
enemy is a friend, communist China
has been taken off the restricted list
ELS the administration maneuvers to
build up its anti-Soviet strategy. While
no arms sales have been approved so
far, a Chinese delegation will shop
here in September.

EARTIIIN
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: Two years ago, my
husband had a heart attack. He has
been terrified that he will have
another and die ever since. Around
February, there started to be a lot of
New York, N. Y. — To mail order publicity about the "new" uses for
king Duke Habernickel,the answer, my aspirin, and one mentioned on the
friend, is blowin' in the wind. That news was in the prevention of heart
answer is volcano dust at a buck a bag. attack. My husband latched on to that
Citing an "intense curiosity as to like a miracle from Heaven, and imwhat this stuff looks like," Habernickel, mediately began a program of taking
president of the national mail order two aspirin every four hours, every
firm, Haband Co., asked a friend who day. He has been doing this for
lives near the erupting Mount St. several months now, and has not told
Helens to send him a box of volcano his doctors about it. I am somewhat
concerned about it, as I have heard no
dust.
"The stuff is getting blown all over other news about aspirin preventing
the western half of the United States, heart attacks. Can you tell my
said Habernickel. -Meanwhile, the anything about it? R.G.
eastern half of the country has no feel- ANSWER: Aspirin has definitely
been in the news. It has been cited as
ing for what it really is."
Assuming that other Easterns were curing or preventing such conditions
just as curious as he, Habernickel set as cataracts, strokes, heart attacks,
out to make a public offer. One after hardening of the arteries, and many
another, however, the New York others.
Times, the Wall Street Journal and the What your husband failed to hear,
New York Daily News turned down his because it probably was not said, is
that people should not set on their own
request for advertising space.
"They said there could be difficult, in course of diagnosis or treatment of
authenticating the origin of the dust. any health problem they may have
you know'; maybe irsTrom somebiiiIV*S without close medical supervision.
Aspirin has indeed helped some peovacuum cleaner."
He finally succeeded in placing an ad ple in these areas, but sometimes it
in the sports section of the New York also failed.
Most people also don't take into conPost.
"If public demand explodes," Haber- sideration that aspirin, although an
seket -gaid: "maybe tit - to-- me over-the-counter drug and used by
Smithsonian magainze. They're in- millions of people daily, is a powerful
drug. It leads all other over-theterested in matters scientific."
"eN
counter medications as a cause of
eactions requiring hospitalization.
WRITE A LETTER
There are many people who should
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be lot take aspirin at all, unless advised
signed by the writer and the writer's )), a physician, due to certain medical
address and phone number must be :..onditions they have or certain other
included for verification. The phone medications they may be taking.
Too much use of aspirin can cause
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and )serious gastrointestinal probldms,
double-spacedn, whenever possible tanging from nausea and vomiting to
and should be on topics of general peptic ulcers, or ulcers of the stomach
and bowel.
interest.
So, your husband may be doing
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and imself rli,,ee harm than good. We.
would suggest that be enntAkat his doc--=.
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: or immediately and let him know'
Editor, The Murray Ledger & what he has been doing and get- his
doctors o.k. before trying this or any
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky.42071.
ther -new" treatment.
Heartline is -a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have
a question or a problem not answered
In these columns, write to HeartLine,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,

Funny World

iron-fisted military rule, are on the
verge of qualifying again for U.S.
arms.
But rising competition, mostly from
Western Europe, and the worldwide
economic slump probably will offset
new customers.
"There's a notion around that the
warehouse doors will fly wide open
and all you'll have to do is queue up,"
a frustrated State Department official
said the other day. "All that's really
happened is that a different kind of atmosphere prevails."
It's one of not delving too closely into the methods authoritarian regimes
use in dealing with their own citizens,
particularly political dissidents. Also,
so-called "unilateral restraint," the
Carter administation policy of curbing U.S. arms sales with the hope the
Soviet Union could be wooed into a
slowdown,is a dead letter
The new philosophy was spelled out
in a message the State Department
sent in April to all U.S. embassies.
"Arms transfers should be viewed as
a positive and increasingly important
component of our global security
posture and a key instrument of our
foreign policy," it said.
American diplomats were instructed to go out of their way to help
arms salesmen and to provide
"general advice on tactics for securing sales."
Swept aside was the Carter-era
"leprosy letter," an admonition to the
embassies in 1977 to be courteous to
the munitions men but to "avoid conveying the impression that there is endorsement of firm's sales efforts."
Actually, under Jimmy Carter,
idealism ckd not always prevail, even
before negotiations with the Soviets
ground to a halt. Several countries
with weak human rights records, including Saudi Arabia, prerevolutionary Iran and Zaire, acquired billions of dollars of American
weapons while Carter was president.
So many exceptions were carved
out — for Egypt and Israel, for instance — that Carter could not hold
the line on sales.
Market forces, not philosophy,
emerged as the ultimate arbiters of
the U.S. weapons program.
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prohibitions that keep women who are
in the armed forces out of combat
jobs.
By a 59 percent to 33 percent
margin, the public said they, favor
reinstatement of the draft for the
armed services. Eight percent of the
1,599 adults polled by telephone across
the nation July 13-14 were undecided.
If the draft were reinstated, 52 percent said, they would oppose the drafting of women. Forty-three percent
said they favor drafting women,and 5
percent said they were either not sure
or opposed drafting anybody.
An executive order by former President Carter last year reinstated draft
registration which had ended in 1975,
two years after the last civilian was
drafted. Five million young men are
now registered for the draft, but none
can be conscripted without &ton by
Congress.
Last year, Carter asked that women
be included in the draft, but Congress
refused. The U.S. Supreme Court,in a
recent ruling upholding the all-male
draft, cited federal law prohibiting
women in military combat.
Americans agreed, 59 percent to 36
pereetit, that women should not be
to hold combat jobs in the
armed forces. Five percent were not
sure.
On the general question of whether
the draft should be reinstated, 68 percent of the men and 52 percent of the
women answering the poll said they
favor reinstatement.
Minority group members were only
slightly in favor of reinstating the
draft, while more than 60 percent of
the whites favored it. The only age
group which opposed reinstatement
was the 18-to-24-year-olds — those
most likely to be drafted.
Among those who favored
reinstatement of the draft, half opposed drafting women, 45 percent
favored drafting women and 5 percent
were not sure or opposed drafting
anyone.

Business Mirror

Among those who opposed
reinstatement of the draft, opposition
to drafting women was even stronger:
55 percent.
On the question of drafting women,
men were about evenly divided while
women were strongly opposed. Drafting women was favored by people
who supported the Equal Rights
Amendment, but opposed by a more
than 2-1 margin by people against the
ERA.
People who favored reinstating the
draft were nearly 2-1 against women
holding combat jobs, while those
against the draft were only narrowly
against women in combat.
More men than women were
against women in combat. Fifty-five
percent of the women and 63 percent
of the men said they oppose women in
combat.
Among those who favored drafting
women if the draft is reinstated, 52
percent said women should be allowed
to hold combat jobs. Among those who
opposed drafting women if the draft is
reinstated, 74 percent said women
should not be allowed to hold combat
Jobs.
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The Calloway County Jaycee Fair
will open July 24 on the Ryan property
on Chestnut Street, Murray, according to Robert Hopkins, chairman of
the Fair Board.
Deaths reported include Claude
Manning,76,and Harmon Jones, 73.
Buford Hurt, chairman of, the
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board,told the Civitan Club that work
on the airport was now in progress
and construction should be completed
in 90 days.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Edmund Terry, a girl- to Mr.
and Mrs. James D. Outland, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Rudolph, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Gore, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Curtis Crim,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Beane, a
boy to Franklin and Jackie Rushing,
and a girl to Mr. and Ws. Richard
Olive.
PAN.
The Rev. Harvey
tudson of
Paducah will be the evangelist at
revival services at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, July 24 to 30.
Jay Lockhart is serving as minister
of the New Providence Church of
Christ.

rli

30 Years Ago
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About 60 Four-H Club boys and girls
toured The Ledger & Times building
and the Ryan Milk Company before
going to Kentucky Lake for a picnic
and swim. They were accompanied by
John Harrison,4-H advisor,S. V. Foy,
county agent, and Rachel Rowland,
county home demonstration agent.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Clarence A. Bishop.
The Murray's Crusade for Christ
Evangelistic meeting will be held at
the American Legion Hall on July 22,
according to R. R. Osborne, minister
for the Seventh-Day Adventist Church, Murray, who is in charge of the
services.
Mr.and Mrs. Gamble P. Hughes announce the approaching marriage of
their daughter, Carolyn, to Gene SumBy JOHN CUNNIFF mers,son of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Summers.
"Took a drive up Wells Boulevard
the other day and was surprised at the
new and modern houses that have
gone up in the past year," from the
column,"Seen & Heard Around Murthe necessity for high interest rates, ray" by James C. Williams.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
contending that such rates destroy the
"Two Lost Worlds."
incentive to build.
They maintain also that the effects
could be permanently damaging to
enterprise and entrepreneurship,
much as an effective weed killer,
By The Associated Press
after having don its primary job,
Today is Wednesday, July 22nd; the
turns up in the drinking water.
Whatever the more distant impact, 203rd day of 1981. There are 162 days
there is little disputing that high rates left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
today — more than 20 percent for
On Wednesday, July 22, American
prime customers,23 percent for small
businesses, 13 percent on tax-exempt aviator Wiley post completed the first
bonds — are restraining business ac- solo airplane flight around the world.
On this date:
tivity.
In 1798, Napoleon Bonaparte's
—Housing starts fell 11 per cent in
June to an adjusted annual rate of just troops were occupying the Egyptian
1.032 million units, the lowest since a city of Cairo.
In 1934, federal agents in Chicago
938,000 figure in. May 1980. Building
permits plunged 16.4 percent from shot and killed gangster John DillMay to an annual rate of 976,000 units inger.
In 1937, the Senate turned down
last month.
—The factory operating rate slowed President Franklin D. Roosevelt's
to an adjusted 79.6 percent of capacity proposal to re-organize and enlarge
in June, according to the Federal the Supreme Court.
And in 1943, Allied forces captured
Reserve Board. It said declines were
widespread in iron-steel, paper, elec- Palermo.Sicily, during World War II.
Ten years ago: The last U.S. infantrical machinery.
—June factory sales of automobiles try units were pulled out of South Vietfell 2.7 percent, making it by some nam's northern border area.
Five years ago: The house of
measures the worst June since 1958,
when the economy was smaller than representatives overrode President
Gerald Ford's veto of a $4 billion
today.
--Stocks suffered a severe drop on public works program to create more
Monday when the feeling spread that jobs.
One year ago: Iran's new president,
substantial interest rate declines
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr, was sworn in.
weren't to be expected.
The consequences are being felt. In The move was seen as another step
international relations and family af- tbward the eventual .release of the
American hostages in that country.
fairs.
Today's birthday: Rose Kennedy is
Some call it bloodletting, but thoke
who claim to be more experienced in 91 years old.
•
Thought for today: I always prefer
economic matters.say high rates lire
necessary to restrain demand, to believe the best of everybody. It
discourage speculation and redirect saves so much trouble. -- Rudyard
investments into productive uses.
Kipling, English writer 1865-19361.
•

Interest Rate Worrier
NEW YORK (AP) — As an interest
rate-worrier you are in elite company
these days, shoulder to shoulder with
the chancellor of West Germany, the
president of General Motors and the
chairman of Merrill Lynch.
You have as much reason for concern as they, and they have plenty.
The chancellor is worried that high
U.S. rates are drawing investments to
the United States from abroad. GM's
president fears high borrowing coots
are responsible for poor car sales.
And the head of Merrill Lynch is
disturbed because high interest is
stalling stock market activity.
And you, quite likely, are angry
because you cannot afford to borrow
at 16 percent for the house you want to
buy or sell, or for the new car you
needed two years ago, or for a vacation or for tuition bills.
High interest rates make it tough all
over.
Small busiiliesses are over a barrel
because they are unable to borrow at
23 percent without raising their prices
to a degree that drives customers
down the street to the big-volume discount store.
Big businesses — primary
businesses such as iron and steel —
are finding it rough because so many
big customers have postponed capital
improvement programs until they
have a clearer view of the future.
President Reagan has told his
counterparts from six major industrial nations now meeting in Ottawa that high U.S. interest rates
were a temporary phenomenon, and
suggested they would fade from the
scene when tad done their job of
weakening the roots of inflation.
Many domestic critics, including
what appears to be a growing number
of small business leaders, challenge

Today- In History.
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The Royal Wedding

PAG

Lady Diana Spencer

•

-

Murray Handyman
Service

The Blushing Princess

•
By ROBERT GLIM
the heirs of the future King former equerry, or rayal
Diana had doting parents Kydd, a wallpaper heir she love the outdoors, skiing,
Associated Press Writer
Charles III. It was felt household official, to Queen and a nanny, but Albert later married.
*Remodeling
music and dancing and
LONDON (AP) — With necessary to make a public Elizabeth, and the former Betts, a family butler,
Despite the breakup of her neither smokes.
*General Home Repair
unflagging poise, an easy declaration of her untainted Frances Ruth Burke Roche, recalled that she grew into
Diana has already made it
a parents 13-year marriage,
smile and a winsome blush, past, to announce in effect younger daughter- of • the "self-reliant" girl who wash- Diana and
*Painting, Siding & Roofing
her mother have clear she will not abide all
Lady Diana Spencer charm- that she was a virgin.
fourth Baron Fermoy and a ed and ironed her own jeans. remained close.
the customs of royalty. She
ed her prince and the nation
Pia,Box 926 Murray
Through it all, Diana lady in waiting to the Queen
Her sheltered childhood
Diana attended exclusive will not walk one pace
'.whose throne she is destined never showed signs of being Mother. A year earlier, her was shaken in 1967,
when her private schools. Elizabeth behind Charles or refrain
;to share.
rattled beyond an appealing parents' first son had died on mother walked out leaving Ricisdale, her headmistress from calling him by his first
:k: Lady Diana, 20-year-old tendency to blush.
her father with the children. at Riddlesworth Hall name in public. She also
the day he was born.
daughter of an earl and
Although their families
Among Diana's childhood Diana, only 6 at the time, en- preparatory school near struck the word "obey"from
descendant of four English were close and Diana actual- playmates were Prince dured the taunts of Diss, described
her as "an her wedding vows.
kings, exchanged privileged ly grew up on the grounds of Charles' younger brothers, classmates as newspapers entirely average
As far as other- adpupil."
obscurity for worldwide Queen Elizabeth Il's private Andrew and Edward, and revealed that Viscount
By all accounts, Charles justments to life with
celebrity to become Prince estate, Sandringham, her-she was close enough to Althrop was suing his wife and Diana are well
suited for England's next king, Diana
Charles' bride on July 29.
first real meeting with Queen Elizabeth to call her for divorce on grounds of each other, despite their 121 once said,"I'll just take it as
Before her Feb. 24 engage- Charles was in November "Aunt Lillibet."
adultery with Peter Shand year age difference. Both it comes."
ment to the world's most 1977.
eligible bachelor, Diana was
He had come to the
4************
an assistant kindergarten Spencer ancestral home at
teacher sharing a $190,000 Althorp for a pheasant shoot.
*b
London apartment with As Diana remembers it, they
!I/Bertha White
three other young women.
ere
met "in the middle of a plowShe drove a six-year-old ed field."
$ Lb. Bag
Martha
car and worked Mondays,
She was 16 years old at the
Wednesdays and Fridays, time, and Charles, then n,
Whits
helping 50 children up to the was dating Diana's eldest
Corn
'low Overhead Moans bow
With $10.00 or Mere
age of 5 make cakes and play sister, Sarah, five years her
Pricesgames. For diversion, she senior. Sarah would eventeethes* Excluding
We Gladly
Maul
Ilene Owned & Operated
went to the movies or met tually take herself out of the
Dairy & Salome,Predects
Accept Feed Statue's
friends at a local pub.
Now Store Seers 7 e.m.-11
or Breaks On Spacial
running as a prospective
We Reserve Tile Rigid
Today, she is known to bride by declaring in a
To Limit Ileaatitios
Save 70.
Prkes Geed 22-211
millions as "Lady Di," her magazine interview that she
photograph graces countless was not in love with Charles.
**********
******************
tea towels, calendars and
Both Charles and Diana
coffee mugs, and her brow- have said their infatuation
dr.e.a
sweeping hairstyle is a na- developed into love while
Tide Laandry
tional fad.
Diana was visiting the royal
On her marriage, she estate in Balmoral,
Hyde Park
becomes the Princess of Scotland, in July 1979. She
Hyde Park
41oz. Savo 30'
Wales.
was lunching with the queen
As Charles' intended, when the family received the
White 1"
Diana was dogged for mon- shattering news that Earl
89c
ths by a platoon of reporters, Mountbatten of Burma, the
100 ct.
one of whom slipped into the prince's beloved "Uncle
Big Rolls
Will. Balsam
kindergarten through a Dickie," had been murdered
$138
bathroom window. The press by Irish Republican Army
Shampoo
coverage was, and is, guerrillas.
Reg. or Weirs
Dry or Norval 11 oz. Reg. $2.41 Save 1.63
massive and largely
During that time of
unrestrained.
Mu Brock Reg. or Surd Ti ileid
tragedy, Diana was drawn
One photograph that intimately into the family.
Rolls
displayed Diana's legs web of her future husband.
through a transparent skirt
Lady Diana Frances
el. Reg. 2.74 Save $1.15.
Says 384
Twhe Bogs
1PrS010 Ifr
was said to have brought her Spencer was born July 1,
)
to tears. When she appeared 1961, in her parents'
in public in a strapless even- bedroom on the first floor of
Siereiles(Red
Fiev•irnlas
itaamo
ing gown, it was front-page Park House, a spacious
news.
09
country home rented by her
•--stan44.L Save lfr 79C
To satisfy the re- father on the Sandringham
• 4. * *
Kraft Anniettwe
/
1
2Sal. Sires 16'
quirements of royalty, Diana estate in Norfolk.
was subjected to a discreet
She is one of four children
Country Singles
gynecological examination — three girls and a boy — of
41129
161
/
2•:. Sev•16'
to ensure that she could bear the eighth Earl Spencer,
Aleatwon
Own
Kellogg,
)
Some 20'12 oz.
--1.1
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The Benson Company, A
Christian Communications
Company,announces the addition of Ms.Sandra Stark to
their Publicity Department
sififf. Stark has been given
the title of "publicity coordinator" and will work to
create and maintain visibility for recording artists and
their related products that
are released on record labels
distributed by The Benson
Co.
Stark is a graduate of Murray State University with a
BS degree in radio television
and a minor in advertising.
After graduating from Murray State, Stark worked as a
graduate assistant in the
radio television department
there and acted as promotion director of the campus
television station. She also
worked for Suburban
Newspapers in Nashville
before coming on staff at
The Benson Co.
The Benson Company is
heavily involved in music,
both printed and recorded,
as well as book publishing.
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Your Support In Making Our
"GRAND OPENING" A Big
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Records, Heart Warming
and Pilgrim/America.
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Columnist Conjures Up Scene Of Wedding Morning
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
Palace by his valet, Stephen
AP Special Correspondent
Barry, on Wednesday mornLONDON (AP) — "Hours ing, July 29, thousands of
before His Royal Highness supporting players in this
the Prince of Wales is roused traditional
wedding
from his four-poster on the pageant..". — Excerpt from
second floor of Buckingham Life Magazine's preview of

the Royal Wedding.
With apologies to P.G.
Wodehouse and "Jeeves,"
the impeccable gentleman's
gentleman of infinite
resource and the final
authority on the proper flt of

a morning coat, we conjure
up the scene from there. All
in the festive spirit of rurn
good fun, of course.

Langenburgs, your princely
German cousins. The pert
vivacious one with the short
coiffure is the wife of the
"Riae and shine, Your American president, and the
Highness. The Day of Doom bluff hearty woman with a
and Destiny, as you fre- voice like someone hallooing
quently referred to it at your a fox on a hillside a mile
bachelor party the other away is a third cousin or
evening, is upon us. I have something by your future
drawn your bath and taken
the liberty of preparing a
posset which the Americans
call a Bloody Mary. No relation to your revered Tudor
ancestor, but quite
beneficial, I have been told,
in chasing away the
cobwebs.

father-in-law's first marriage. Or was it the second? I
must consult Debrett's on
that point. ,
"When leaving the
cathedral, try not to look too
pained, despite your
hangover, when 417 tons of
Great Paul startealing the
celebratory anthem up in the

***AWE

SEEK NIGHT — The Murray Civitan Club at its annual "Seek Nighr on Thursday
evening at Joe's Farr* Restaurant welcomed Ann Hays, center, top picture, as a
new member. On the left is Ronnie Pool, her sponsor, and on the right is Larry
Dunn, membership chairman. Wayne Williams, director of Kentucky Civitan
Training, conducted the initiation for Mrs. Hays. Other guests included the Rev.
and Mrs. Thomas Small,s pictured, bottom photo, and Dr. Carroll Harrison.
Seated to the right of Mrs. Small are Hilda Whitnell and Hayden Rickman.

Alifpclli
17.69
Foreign water
pump

1

19•99

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

753-8856

Location
1503 Stadium View Dr.
(Wit To fora Terrace Ledge)

Director
Janice Ross
HOURS:6:30 A.M. to 5:15 P.M.
P110111 753-9356

v

"I have laid out your naval
commander's uniform, the
new boots which arrived
yesterday from John Lobb in
St. James's, your hair
blower and the cufflinks
'given you at Christmas by
Lady Diana, whom we soon
shall be calling Princess.
Princess of Wales, doesn't
that have a lovely ring to it?

We will provide a well balanced
program of daily activities offering
developmental learning experience for
your child.

A

spc

•

•

•

Registration in Progress
Earelfineat MI Be Limited
Ts Register Or For inforesetiou
Cal 753-9356
•

1.„,11m4t, Murray's Newest Educatio

Come By And Visit

nal
And Child Care Program For Pre-School Children

1ST ANNIVERSARY OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY JULY 26, 1981 2 P.M. to 4 P.M.

LIQUIDATION SALE

19.95

and ChryOr•

39.99.

belfry.
The
royal
photographers will be in
position for the official pictures, and the waiting
crowds will commence
showering you and the
princes with red and white
rose
. Great theater
that, if a trifle annoying at
that hour."

APPLE TREESdarvd%

"Also, Your Highness, the
kitchen is sending up a full
Engli.sh breakfast: porridge,
kippers, rashers, bangers,
scones and a pot of your
favorite Darjeeling. You'll
want to take a full cargo
aboard. No Elevenses this
morning. In fact, Your
Highness, no rations in sight
until the wedding breakfast
here in the stateroom at the
palace which as you know
Sir Peter (master of the
Royal Household) has
scheduled for 2 p.m."

"Now, going over the
guest list for the last time,
Your Highness, the lanky
blonds are the Hohenlohe-

Your discount parts superman

Fes Isfeneetiss
Regartog

Starters

Electronic
Ismitoon module

Car 61 truck parts...save 10-50%
SALE ENDS FRIDAY, JULY 31

ON Mono
OWN*/ equipment
Motorrratt alopar or AC
oP Mier L.m.t 2

Ilimmiso
1181181•7
MairMasso•*PA tuff 5

411101111•
10.1140 teeetar ell
awe 14111/0101

par denvMs'Eraltang•
PO
•MOW
owa

Don't Wait...Choose
From These Deals!
DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

NA.Ref. 10.6 re. It.
5.1 101. 13.6 co.ft.
OA. Ref. 17.2 se.ft.
6.1.freezer 8.3 se.ft. chest typo
6.1.35 inch Else. Range
6.1.31 INA Elec. Range
WIdte Westimplionse 31 inch 6es Rouge
6.1. Mead Jet $S alessernee
Prookleso beak* MAI
Newly.* Mate Mid tor
druat or disc deltas 72dz
can. beet2

dlobrkol AHooligro
An itiracaustabOishoce
Mar bencites up to 1,000
lbs or exits meet

$219
$319
$539
$289
$319
$259
$269
$299

To check mien* condition ot rings and wires

SAU ENDS
FRIDAY!
1-U"Si
Cowie Calor
$569.00

i.irsi

miners now and sent at
Auto Shoot

Poly opylmor ono
Partner prolectant tor
mew cent by Sterbritia
16-o1 Lod&7

Calor Pert.

2/.99

$30.00

C.
Ctuarrty 00 minute
cassette Noes anoint to
save you

Open every Sunday
-544-aik
od roma 1•14 osid
—Weopolif
—Ussis.*
moot ig••-••••t•I.TN** **NM lamest Woo form*
SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY. A Y

753-8971
711 LOCUST STREET
011R/S. TN

644-9588

AVAILABL

-

Near

PRICE

6.1. Washers Alledel Ne. 56009
6.1.*yen Model Ile. 53009
6.1. Air Conditioner SAW 1171
6.1. Air Conditioner 11,1148 OTV
61. Air Conditioner LOW BTV
ILL Air Cenditioner 14,5111 BTV
61. Air Conditioner 9,7U 11111
6.1. Air Cesditieser 23.681 BT1
(WONT Delsoffed)

MAC orropr000lors
Soolhor

Hours: Mon-Sat 8 a.na. GI 8 p.m.

adidery lonolnollo
Arpircr bad battery ter

Low Low Prices-Save

wft your
•nourowbont-to-voo
CAA CAND or
buy vat%
• Gooey.'r• Installment Ray Pion ',On
long *rm, and low monthly payments i
• Cain
• Master Charge
• VISA
• Arrminain Express
• Cane Manch*
• Olners Club
— II)-----.

1

FREE DELIVERY

$299
$249
$279
$457
$199
$423
$331
$525

SALE ENDS
FRIDAY!
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Storey's

:1

FOOD

.

Don't Worry Murray... We Will
Not Be Undersold!

Prices Good
Wit 7-22
Thre

Bel Air

Store Noon
II A.M. To 1 1 P.M.
Everyday

Tees. 7-28

Shopping Center

thiltway 641 Seed

TOW MOS!POW/

MASTER BLEND

PEPSI, 7-UP,
MOUNTAIN
DWI DIET OR REG.

MIRACLE
WHIP

DIXIE FRESH
GRADE"A" LARGE

EGGS

LITER
BOTTLE

2

QT.
JAR
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

DOZ.
4
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BEANS

VELVET BATHROOM
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et4L
-

,

9
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FRIES
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II
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$1
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'
2 COLA
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DRESSING
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CAPTAIN CM11101
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au**
41.11181111112

CEREAL
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FLAV-0-RICH
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CI
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NMI=MAIDIAMONAIM
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CHEESE
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2401.
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1
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•
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.9
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D
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.1,1101111 AI Sheafs
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9
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1.8•811811‘Mix
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4
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.SS 1ISN.
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1611 Imeedry
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sr
---.J401111-10101---
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FAMILY PACK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

GROUND BEEF

CHUCKI

WHOLE BUTTS SLICED INTO

PORK STEAK

IMPARTPACE SIASsuaD

ROAST

0.$1"

coneCR

1 PORK CHOPS
LL.D.& Olinisms
STEW MEAT .

annum

FRYERS

RED PLUMS
AND
NECTARINES

ta.$1$9 .BOLOGNA
,

Li.*179

RID PRIMIMMIER

wiENERs

$10'

COM

12.$17°

• -

1 sTEAKs....",
NM PAU
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MOOPAM COT-VP
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3,:4)CHUCK
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'
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LL$1310
ukspip .
,
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La.594
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SUBMARINE

BREAD
R

$1"

ROLLS

25'

ED PAPER

SANDWICH

99'

...3

PEACHES...
WATERMELONS
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$299

UP
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CUCUMBERS....99'
Li $139
CHERRIES
-L1.794
' LETTUCE
3 LiL.$1
BANANAS
3/$1°°
1 CARROTS
NEW POTATOES..-.
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Local Baseball Tourneys

Monday's Rain Delay
Assists Murray Squads
Thomas pitched the win.
Tonight Hopkinsville and
Bowling Green battle to
avoid elimination in the
loser's bracket in a solo
game at 7:30 p.m. at the
Murray Middle School diamond.
The championship game
will be played Thursday
between the winner of
tonight's Hopkinsville
Bowling Green contest and
Muhlenberg County.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Rain delays are usually
considered nuisances,
disruptive and uninvited in
the sports world, especially
in baseball. Monday's rain
distrupted both local
baseball tournaments in
Murray, yet most game officials agree the delays were
blessings in disguise.

Junior Babe
Ruth Tournament
An old baseball saying
goes, "It's not over, till it's
over."
And in the case of Murray's Junior Babe Ruth All
Star team the finale was
postponed - first by rain,
then by a stunning comefrom-behind victory in Tuesday's playoff round against
Warren County.
Monday Warren County
Little League
pounced on the Murrayans,
District Playoff
"The delay really helped notching two runs in the first
FAST REIM - How does Murray's Little league All Star
team spell relief? R-o-b-i-n-s-o-n. Tony Robinson took over us. We did a lot of talking and one in each of the third
for Sean Kelly against Clinton in the district championship and straightened out our and fourth frames before
rain delayed the game's
game Tuesday at the new city-county part and shutout mental mistakes," said Danfinish until Tuesday.
the
Garland,
of
ny
manager
the visitors in two and a half innings. In this photo RobinMurray little League All Sometime between Monson has scooped a Clinton bunt and just misses throwing
Stars,following his team's 3- day evening and Tuesday
a runner out at second. Murray, by virtue of its 3-2 victory 2 district championship vic- afternoon a fire was lit under
advances to the state semifinal round in Madisonville, tory.
the Murrayans and Warren
Staff photo by fin Rector
Thursday.
"We've got our defense County got burned, 6-5, as a
like we want it now and our result.
Murray slipped in single
hitting should come around
by the next tournament at runs in the fourth and fifth
Madisonville. There innings before lying the
shouldn't be any problem score at four-all in the botwith the kids playigg under tom of the sixth. Neither
pressure because most of team scored in the seventh
them, at least five, went to extending the game into exthe playoffs last year," tra innings.
Murray relief pitcher Brad
Garland said.
WASHINGTON (AP) - quarters.
Skinner loaded the bases in
Garland's
squad
When the negotiators in the At Donovan's urging, a eliminated Benton County,-V 'tne'trip of the eighth and
major league baseball strike news blackout has been plac- 0, in the first round, after escaped with only one run
finally leave Washington, ed on the talks.So the parties rain delayed Friday's game scoring when an appeal play
they undoubtedly will refused to say after Tues- to Saturday, then rallied in at second made a doubleplay
remember the face of Labor day's seven-hour session -if the third inning against Clin- out of an RBI sacrifice fly to
Secretary
Raymond progress had been made ton to go ahead 3-2 before center field.
toward ending the strike, Monday's postponement.
Donovan.
The bottom of the eighth
For the better part of the which has wiped out 490
Murray come alive.
saw
Tuesday Tony Robinson
last two days, Donovan has games - 24 Percent of the relieved Sean Kelly, hurling Wade Smith led off with a
t
,
attended talks between the 2,106-game season.
a two-hit shutout in the re- single, stole second and reMajor League Players
tied the game at five-all
"I really don't have maining two and a half innAssociation and the Player
when Jon Billington doubled
the
Litat
ings
park
city
new
Relations Committee, the anything to say. The govern- tle League field. Keith Crisp him in.
club owners' bargaining ment's involved," said Bob threw a shutout for Clinton in
Two Warren County relief
Boone, the Philadelphia
arm.
the final innings, but Mon- pitchers later, Billington
Naand
catcher
Phillies'
He was due back today at
day's damage gave Murray scored the winning run from
10 a.m. EDT, as the teems tional League player the win.
third on a fielder's choice.
returned to the ninth floor of representative.
The celebration didn't last
"I hope you understand," Garland says ace Ed Henthe Federal Mediation and
for the hometowners,
long
the
get
nod
will
don
pitching
the
Conciliation Service head- Doug DeCinces,
they came hack to
Baltimore Orioles' third in Thursday's playoff in though,as
in the
Hopkinsville
face
All
Murray's
Madisonville.
baseman and American
scheduled
regularly
night's
Stars
Henderson
face
will
League player rep, said as
American League at 7:30 third game and lost 6-1.
reporters approached.
John Durden's curve kept
p.m, in a single-eliMination
Baseball Commissioner contest. The winner will ad- Murray off balance the enBowie Kuhn also was in vance to the state playoffs in tire game as only Mark Boggess could record a double
Louisville, Aug.34.
Washington.
for Murray.
In the 6 p.m. matchup
Muhlenberg County won the
winner's
all-important
bracket game by bumping
Bowling Green,4-2.
MOM nt.zsp ar4r1
John Kepluig was responsible for the Muhlenberg win
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION
with his two-run homer in
(including Domestic Subsidiaries)
the bottom of the sixth. C.L.

SUP -N- SUDE - Murray's Junior Babe Ruth All Star second baseman Mark
Boggess catches a Warren County runner during Tuesday's tournament action at
the Murray Middle School diamond. Murray won the Warren County game,6-5,
in extra innings, but lost later Tuesday night to Hopkinsvile,6-1.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
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198 1

ASSETS
Casa and due from depository institutions
US. Treasury ilicurthas
otsigations of other US Government agencies wid corporations
Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States
. .
. .
All other securities
Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
a l.pans. Total (ekcluding unearned income)
b Less allowance for possible loan losses
c Loans. Net
8 Lease financing receivables
premises
9 Sank premises. furniture and riou,es and other assets repronen(ing bank
10 Real estate owned other than bank premises
.
11 AM other assets
12, TOTAL ASSETS Teem of items 1 thru 11)
1.
2.
1
4
5
6
7.

4207 1

I ma
6
9
2
12_

Thou.
037
377
451
4111

1
2
3
4
5
6
7'
7b
7c

DIAMONDS
WANTED

Ws re payee 9900'513000
pa awe for I • S 10 I ions
tikerwids
100 ots I cone

/

OPEN DAILY 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

qrs.
•-4

' I
'
00""---EcELERs

NUMERO UNO - After Murray's Junior Babe Ruth All Star
team rallied to beat Warren County,6-5, in eight innings,
third base coach Kevin Wright expressed his opinion on
where Murray stood.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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SAN DIEGO (AP)- Bill
Shoemaker,the world's winningest
thoroughbred
500
2
jockey,said his retirement is
44. 377 %."..''".•'' ..
at hand, although he stopped
125
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• short of naming a specific
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1
• day, a San Diego newspaper
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said.
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1
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"My days as a rider are
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numbered," Shoemaker told
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MCC Junior Golf Tourney

Averill Triumphs In Playoff
It took a two-hole sudden
death playoff to pull it off,
but Kurt Averill of Paducah
posted his second golf win in
three days Tuesday by winning the annual Junior Invitational at the Murray Country
Club.
Averill, 17 and a senior-tobe on the St. Mary's High
School team,finished the 18hole medal play deadlocked
with Brent Herrin, 18, of
Harrisburg, Ill., with fiveover-par 77s.
He then proceeded to win
the tournament's medalist
honors and the first-place
trophy in the boys' 16 years
and over division — the top
competition in the one-day
tournament — by running in
a 5-foot par putt on the 155yard second hole in the
playoff with Herrin.
The Illinoisan, who played
three years as the No. 1 man
on the Harrisburg IRO
School team before
graduating this past spring,

missed the second green
with his tee shot and was
unable to get up and down to
match Averill's par.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Averill of Paducah
and playing out of Paxton
Park, Averill won the junior
division of the prestigeous
Irvin Cobb Tournament this
past weekend with rounds of
79 and 72 for a 151 total. He
finished second last year in
the Murray tournament.
Herrin, the son of Dr.
Roger Herrin and Mrs.
Maryann Herrin of Harrisburg, also had a recent
win under his belt, having
won the junior tournament
last weekend at the
Metroplis, Ili., Country Club.
A tryout for the University of
Mississippi team is his next
scheduled outing.
Jamie Sydboten of Ballard
County
and
Keith
Bickerstaff of Paducah
finished in a tie for third
place with 79s and with

Bickerstaff winning the sud- Hunt Boyd of Mayfield
won the boys' 12 and 13-yearden death playoff.
Velvet Jones of Murray, old competition with an 82,
the 1981 Kentucky girls' high two strokes'in front of Tomschool champion, as ex- my Beshear of Princeton.
Michael Weidmer of
pected, was an easy winner
in the girls' 16 years old and Hopkinsville was third with
over competition. She card- 87, and Trey Nall of Mayfield
ed two 9-hole rounds of 42 for fourth with 90.
an 84 total. This was 30 Among the 12 and 13-yearstrokes in front of Becky old girls, Lee Holcomb of
Bundy of Paris, Tenn., the Murray was an easy winner
with 110. Kristen Taylor of
second-place finisher.
Among the boys 14 and 15 Paris, Tenn., was second
years of age, §obby with 127, followed by Lisa
Pavelonis of Harrisburg was Whitaker with 131 and Lisa
the winner with 78, three Shoemaker with 141 both of
strokes in front of Deron Jen- Murray.
Bill
Nine-year-old
nings of Ballard County.
Kenny Jenkins of Har- Maynard of Clarksville,
risburg was third, one stroke Tenn.,requested to play with
back at 82, followed by the older group and won the
Jonathan Overbey of Mur- boys' 10 and 11-year-old division with 96,seven strokes in
ray with 84.
Mary Edwards of Paducah front of Danny Langhi of
was the winner among the 14 Hopkinsville.
and 15-year-old girls. She
Third place was won by
posted a 110 score to beat Timmy Schosser of
Connie Spann of Murray by Hopkinsville with 104, and
Todd Beadles' 105 was good
two strokes.

for the fourth-place award.
he isfrom Fulton.
Jenny Giordano of
Princeton was the girls' winner in the 10 and 11-year-old
bracket, posting a 132. Two
strokes back was Cindy
Spann of Murray, while
Meredith Howe of Murray
was third with 143 and Kelly
Owen of Paris, Tenn., fourth
with 152:
The tournament is a
highlight of the year for the
junior players at the Murray
club, and was planned and
conducted by Mrs. Linda
Jones.
The players and their scores were:
Boys 16 Years gad Over
40-37-T7
Kurt Averill
36-39--T7
Brent Herrin
Keith Bickerstaff..,........ 42-37-79
3940-79
Jamie Sydboten
42-38--80
Tammy Armstrong
40-40-40
David Brundige
40-42-62
Robert Billington
4042-02
Scott Cvengros
3945-64
John Colgan
41-45-46
Mark Freeman
• 45-41-86
Jeff Shepherd
4346-19
Dalters Chandler
4547-92
John Purdom
4945-94
Brian Boyd
Vic Stacey
' - 46-50-96
Girls 16 Yam 11111 Over
42-42-44
Velvet Jones
5044-114
Beck/ Bundy
Bays 14 and 1,5 Years Old
41-37-78
Bobby Pavelonis
36-43-111
Deron Jennings
4042-112
Kenny Jenkins
43-41-64
Jonathan Overbey
4049-09
David Crocker
4643-69
Lee Martin,
.434S--91
Brad Haley
47-45-92
Greg Turner
45-41-93
Todd Martin
4546-93
Tim White
45-46-93
Steven Stinson

ANXIOUS EYES — Shannon Lambert(center)of Harrisburg, III., anxiously watches
the leader board at Murray Country Club where the annual Junior Invitational
Golf Tournament took place Wednesday. Mike Brock of Murray (left) is also attentive, awaiting the tourney's outcome.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
Jake Duncan
45-49--94
Steve Simpson
46-48-96
Tim Jenkins
49-47-96
Lyle C,anter
50411-4$
Joey Horruck
52-511-106
Scott Watson
5646-112
Girls 14 sot16Yeers Oid
Mary Edwards '
54-56-110
Connie Spann
511-54-112
Boys BaNdUTeare OM
Hunt Boyd
40-42-12
Tommy Beshear
41-43-114
Michael Weidmer
42-45-67
Trey Nall
4347-90
MirhPy Barker._
5645-05
Shannon Lambert
4649-95
Brad Canter
47-49-96
Jason Billington
44-53-47
Kevin Later
47-51-96

Brent Pavelonis
50-51-101
Mike Robertson
4644-102
P.J. Stevens
15144-105
Rues Wheeler
54-51-105
Roger Cain
52-53-105
Ruby On
'55-52-167
Chip Clement
5545-110
Fletcher Long
53-56-111
Todd Butts
56-56-112
Jason Hamblen
5144-115
Mike Mueldeman
5746-115
55-60-115
David Dill
Chris Jackson
5345-110
Keith Hart.
6245-127
Girls 12sad 13 Years OW
52-56-110
Lee Holcomb
6146-127
Kristen Taylor
Lisa Whitaker
'
6643-131
Lisa Shoemaker
70-71-141

Boys 111 sad 11 Veers Old
49-61-96
Bill Maynard
50-53-103 Denny
51-53-404
TimmytIremer
54-51-116
Todd Beadles
56-54-110
Mickey Long.
60-52-112
JimbriNewthe
65-48-113
Briarilirown
59-56-115
Bill Bandrich
5941-120
Brat Koelman
63-56-121
Mike
65-56-123
Jon MIth
eman
6045-125
Tod Cherry
611-56-126
Rob Messing
Girls 10 and 11 Years OW
..
63-69- 132
Jenny Giordano
66-66-134
Cindy Spann
70-73-143
Meredith Howe
80-72-152
Kelly Owen

GOOD/VE/11R
JUNIOR GOLF WINNERS — Murray Country aub irpened its course to the area's junior golfers Wednesday in
the annual invitational tournament and the winners in each division were(from left) Bill-Maynard, 10-11 yearolds; Boyd Hunt, 12-13 year-olds; Bobby Pavelonis, 14-15 year-olds; Kurt Avail, 16-years and older; Velvet
Jones, 16-years and older Mary Edwards, 14-15 year-olds; Lee Holcomb, 12-13 year-olds; and Jenny Giordano, 10-11 year-olds.

American Boyer Shatters Old
Tour de France Cycling Barrier
An AP Sports Analysis
By HAL BOCK.
AP Sports Writer
You can wrap him up in
red, white and blue because
Jonathan Boyer is one

Yankee doodle dandy.
For 67 years, the Tour de
France, which is something
like the World Series and
Super Bowl of cycling, got
along very well, thank you,

SAYEWAY
RESTAURANT & GA
401 SYCAMORE

753-7713

Weekly Special
geed Timm Sat. 712S

.1.20
Chuckwagon
Largo Fries
Small Drink
Rag. 1.78

without benefit of a single
American contestant.
But last weekend, Boyer
became the pioneer, a
trailblazer for Uncle, Sam,
when he finished 32nd in the
gruelling 21-day, 2,500-mile
test of skill and stamina
which runs from Nice to
Paris.
Having an American in the
Tour de France is hie having a Frenchman playing second base for the New York
Yankees — rather unusual,
to say the very least. But for
Boyer, it was the most
natural thing in the world
because he's been cycling so
long.
He will compete in 20 races
next month on the European
circuit, and a rider is good
for 60 miles or so per day in
every race he enters. The big.
one, though, is the Tour de
France where it's rOutine to
clock 150 miles a day
through the French countryside or in the heart of a city, up one Alp and down
another.
"The race was everything
I expected it to be," said
Boyer, who competed as
part of the winning RenaultGitane team, led by Bernard

FINAL MARKDOWN
SALE
All Summer Items Must Go
Suits
•Sport
Sport Coots
•Sport Shirts
•Shoes
•Ties

Hinault, who captured the
Tour for the third time in the
last four years. "It was just
as hard as I thought it would
be. It is a race you cannot
underestimate."
Boyer's finish was
remarkable when you consider that it was his first
time in this race."I was hoping to do better than 32nd,
but it's up there," be said.
"The most important thing
is our team won and all of us
finished in the top 50."
Cycling is an interesting
combination of team and individual efforts. Each racer
goes against the clock with
cumulative times added up
to determine his place at the
finish But each must also be
concerned with the leader of
his team — in RenaultGitane's case, that was
RinatilL "There are 10
members on a team and the
job of the others is to
minimize the efforts of the
leader, block the wind for.
him," Boyer said.
So Boyer had the satisfaction of Hinault's victory to go
with his own finish. It was a
formidable beginning for the
slender 25-year-old who first
started riding in Cannel,
Calif., when he pedaled 10
miles a day to school.
Buyer's cycling progress
was swift and he was a candidate for the Tour de
France as long as four years
ago. But injury and illness
interfered and the Tour had
to get along without him until 1981.
Boyer was a favorite of the
French crowds because,
after all, here was an
American in the big race at
last, munching on his apples
and sandwiches from the
musette bag around his
neck, and keeping up a 30mile per hour pace, just like
the great European riders.
Next year, America involvement in the Tour de
France will be expanded by
the inclusion of a United
saes professional MUNI
team in the race, sponsored
by World Tour Cycling.
Boyer, the pioneer, will be
back,too.

Save On New Car PolysteelRadials
BR711-13 or
P1115/610R13
(Depending on
avellebally)
WHITEWALL
plus $1.99 or
Si91 FET No
trade needed

Castes Polysteel — The Radial That
Keeps Its Feet Even In The Rain!
• Gas-saving radial-ply
construction
• Strength and penetration
resistance of steel cord belts

Big Savings On These Polysteel Whitewall Sizes Tool

$62.1.,$73 *76

$
61
PH16/75614

P216/751115
Welmwall
plus $2 64 FET No
Ifede needed
Abe Its 81178-15)

P206/755
61
Walftwall
Plus $2 50 FET No
trade needed
(Alas its F11711-15)

Plus $2.26 FET. No
trade needed.
(Also fits 01178-14,
ER78-14)

P225/75616

Plus $205 FET No
trade needed
(Alm Its 110711-16)

Not*, Rib cotint and sidewall styling vary vnth
size Not all tires look like tire shown
RAIN CHECK - It we sell out of your slis we MN
Issue you a ran check assuring future WENN a MO
advertised price

STEEL RADIALS FOR IMPORTSSALE PRICED TOO!

95

ARRIVA— Even Its Footprint
Tells You It's Different
Ma FET
Neese*
sealed. •
AI 51
P155/801113 155/801113 $4226
P165/1/01113 165/80013 845.18 Si 68
Si 82
P165/80616 165/80615 swat
51 61
P175/701113 175/10913 &41.18
P165/701113 185/70613 1161.115
$203
P185/701114 _ 185/70614 $64.86 _ SI 82
OTHER IMPORT 1112E11 ALSO ON SALE
MaseraN
It..

P155/110111121111eckwaii. Plus
$1.40 FET No trade needed

• For all-season year-round
performance
• Steel & Polyester —don't
settle for less!

Don't Walt — Sale Ends
July 25.

MAINTAIN

PROLONG TIRE UFE,BOOST MPG

Frott-End Aignment

$19

Brake Service—Your Choice
Additional
parts and
eeryices
extra it
needed

• inspect all four tires • Correct air pressure
• Set front wheel camber,caster, and toe to
proper alignment • Inspect suspension and
steering systems • U.S. cars and imports
with adjustable suspensions• Includes frontwheel drive Chevettes, trucks, and cars
requiring MacPherson Strut correction extra.

Onpl.

"
pots
.

STOPPING DISTANCE

Parts and
additional services
extra it needed

Just Say'Charge Ir

Ales
FIN

2-WHEEL FRONT DISC:
Install new front brake Pads
and grease seals • Resurface
front rotors • Repack front
wheel bearings • Inspect OR
calipers and hydraulic System • Add fluid & road test
car (Does not include rear
wheels)

Goodyear
IMvotalos
Crams Aceowm

4-WHEEL DRUM: Install
new brake lining, all 4 wheels
• New front grease seals •
Resurface drums • Repack
front wheel bearings • Inspect hydraulic system • Add
fluid & road test car • Most
US cars, some imports

Use any efEirse other ways to buy MasterCard • %him • American
Blench* • Ehnen Club • Cash

ERPnIMIS Card • Carte

'
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PREPARATION

H

Ladies
••••••••••••••••
••••
•
•••••••••

•••••
:
77
M11 ,111,

Preparation H Ointment

With Fluoride

Helps shrink swelling hemorrhoidal tissue

1 oz Sole

Crew Socks &
Work Socks
00
2,,,,e,

$379
Reg. 4.99 Sole

$158

Reg. 2.49 Sole
Reg. 1.99 Seie

- Mr. Cheftender Electric
Charcoal Lighter

Men's White

Straw Hats
and Summer Caps

I

Aim Toothpaste

$119

1

Prices Good Thru July 26

as •ictureCi

1111111111.1111111MINgi

Super Size 8.2 oz. We

MI

ALMEl
•
•
•
•
El
Ili

Uncle Jeff's
Clothing
Dept.

r
••• •••

u_a•••

A •
•

—11 ••
am me us •••

$

3/$3

89

Reg. 3/3.49 Sole

$149

Gerber

Black with tapestry
design, snap closure
petite point purse 3"

Safe, quick, sure, long 6 ft. cord.

$379

SNEAKERS

No 281255.1.

Geritol
Tablets

Style
Hair Spray

High potency Vitamin
and Iron Tablets -

3 special formulas to fit
the exact needs of your hair
Style I, II °rill

$468
10a Tablets Sal.

$128
8 oz. Side Ye;Choke

•

39;

$219

Sole

32 07

Presto
Aluminum
Pressure
Cooker

Deeptan Supreme
A super rich
suntan oil
11 oz. Bottle
Sole $21 9

Cooks 3 to 10 times faster, retains vitamins and minerals,
instruction recipe book included
4 Quart - No. 1210

Deeptan Preserver And
Skin Moisturizer
Contains aloe, cocoa butter and lanelin

•

Extra Strength

Maybelline Twin Pak

Dexatrim
Capsules

Eye Brown
Pencil

No. 59TC Sole

Extra Strength

$319

5 oz. Sole

100 capsules Sole

ers
Dry
Roasted
Peanuts
8 oz Jar

s
•

1".

Polident
Denture
Cleanser
Tablets

OLIDENT

84 Plus 12 Free
96 Tablets

•

$198

U
11111
NU
•
Cia

$1 19

Handl Bag
Plastic Food
Storage
Containers

Sole Yew Choice

Fl
o

Normal, Color Treated,
Hord To Wave

79

No 3825 Sole

Vlasic
Sweet
Butter
Chips

1 f
ban.

Ell

Summer Shirts

Dress Shoes
$888

Ban
Roll-On
Anti
Perspirant
2 5 oz

Side

Only

61
/
2-13

$1
I

Mix
and
Match

Boy's
Short
Sleeve

-

48

ShOrts

Shirts

Shirt' s

Sizes
4-18

25:/
49
.•.•••••••••••.e.nee.v.i.••••••••••%•••••••••••-••••••••-0
••..%

'in reusable plastic container
Pastel mints7.

.
101.111.3
NIMINIMUMI1.1111111111

Off s-XL

Mens & Boys

Richardson
Party Mints
4 oz. Soli

--411111111

Men's

$ 19

22 oz Jar

..84(

Men's Short Sleeve

25%

Kellogg
Sud's N Scrub Brush

Ideal for storing or freezing
Package of 3 quarts, 5 pints,
4-1' pints

L'Oreal
Extra Body Perm
•

Off 5-10

For canning, freezing and
fresh cut fruit
prevents browning and spoiling

Extra pairrrelief without aspirin

P

40%

Off Sizes 4-18

Fruit Fresh

rion

Tylenol
Capsules

I

25%

694

$249

Sandals
Is
and
Summer
Shoes

Pants and
Jeans

Velvet black, dark brown,
medium brown, light brown

Appetite control and
diet plan- 12 hr. formula

Sole

Ladies Pastel Color

..$1997

11 oz. Bottle Sole $1 98

20 capsules Sole

Only
Sizes 2-8 By Gerber

Lemonade Drink Mix,
Natural Lemon Flavor
By Lipton Makes 10 Qts.

30 pints, 25 quarts
12 2 gallon
Sole her Choice

SOD NF
siP4i7;ott

Canvas
Sneakers
$399

Sunsuits, Shorts, Tops,
Kentucky Shirts,
Kentucky Shorts and
Shirt Sets

111

ay(e,

Nandi Bag
Freezer Bags

REEPTA.s

Infant

Lay-A-Way Now
For Wick To School

.
4"11.111110:411.0111010*

•

•
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SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT
Nylon & Foam

SAVE
$299
Auto Seat Covers
Prestoneff
$757

Brown, Blue, Black, Green, Red

With Radiator Cap
51

Reg 25.99 Sale

OFFER
EXPIRES
JULY 15,
1981

7

-Cheek Out
Uncle Jeff's
Complete
Hardware Dept.

Complete
Supply Of
Bicycle
Parts

Largest selection under one roof.
Just about
anything you need.

Chains, cable, links, tires, tubes, rear view mirrors, reflectors, handle bars, seats, grips, pumps, and much more.

Special

97
Reg. $18.95
8

All At DISCOUNT
PRICES _

All Purpose

Steel
Shelving

6 Amp Automatic

U.

Battery
Charger

All Sizes
Start As Low As

837

6-12 Volts
Made In U.S.A.

329-9
••'

Rubbermaid

Rubber Car Mats
•

Super Strength

Full Front, Full Rear, Twin Front, Twin Rear

Steel Cable
a,7
„
5/16,7x19
2•0
ft
1/4, 7x19

UI

New Shipment Of

Post Mastor
Approved

Mail
Boxes

Reflective
Letters & Numbers
DISCOUNT PRICES
Air Conditioning Not
Cooling In Your Car?
You May Need FREON
Uncle Jeff's has it.
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Dumping Sites In Remote Areas Of LBL Being Cleaned Up
Lakes ( LBL I are currently
being cleaned up and the
areas are being restored to
their natural condition by

"Considering other training UnaURy 4,000-5,000 bags of this year. In addition, over ed large appliances
have
the men go through, this is garbage from remote areas nine truckloads of abandon- been moved out.
like a vacation for them,"
Campbell said.
Participating in the project so far this summer have
been about 100 soldiers from
Battery C, ?rid Battalion,
31st Field Artillery, and A
Company, 326 Engineer Battalion. Lt. Col. James E.
Metilko and Lt. Col. E.A.
Starbird are in command of
•Suits
the group., respectively.
Directing the project for
•Sport Coats
LBL is Albert Cassity,supervisor of equipment and labor
*Sport Shirts
services at LBL's Central
Maintenance
Complex.
•Shoes
"These men are doing an
outstanding job in their
'Ties
work, and we're proud to
have such a good working
relationship with Fort
Campbell," Cassity said.
"They're doing a job that we
don't have the time or money
PITTSBURGH (AP) —
to accomplish," he said.
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
Soldiers from C Battery of the 231 Field Artillery at Fort Campbell remove old
Kentucky native Julian
Cassity estimates the
stoves and other large appliances from an abandoned dumping area in TVA's
Goodman, past board chairDow-ritoN%n Murray
soldiers will pick up approxLand Between The Lakes (LBL), a 170,000-acre public demonstration area in
man of National Broadwestern Kentucky and Tennessee.
casting Co. Inc., has been
elected a member of the Gulf
Oil Corp. board of directors.
Goodman retired in 1979
after 34 years with NBC.
Prior to his chairmanship at
NBC, he served as chief executive officer and president.
Goodman,59, is a native of
Glasgow, Ky. He attended
Western Kentucky University and earned a 'bachelor's
degree in economics from
George Washington University. He was awarded the
honorary degree of Doctor of
Laws by William Jewell Col• lege, Liberty, Mo., and the
honorary degree of Doctor of
Humane
Letters from the
Coordinating the Fort Campbell summer conservation efforts
TVA's Land
of Florida
Between The Lakits (Let), a 170,000-acre public demonstration area in wagtails — University
—=

GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Long-neglected dumping
sites in several remote areas
of TVA's Land Between The

During the morning hours
groups of Fort Campbell
soldiers in a coordinated ef- the troops walk backroads
fort by LBL and Fort Camp- collecting beverage cans and
other debris left by hunters
bell.
and campers in LBL.
Several abandoned dumps
have also been cleaned up.
In the afternoon the
soldiers are free to enjoy the
recreational opportunities
available at LBL. They fish,
swim, or just relax in the
quiet atmosphere.
According to U. John
Campbell, officer in charge
of Army conservation projects at LBL, the men enjoy
the work they are doing.

Julian Goodman
Is Elected To Board
Of Gulf Oil Corp.

FINAL MARKDOWN
SALE
An Summer Items Must Go

2

PRICE

Cgraham & Jackson

Our Loss...Your Gain

ainesville.

Kentucky and Tennessee are left to right Lt. John Campbell, Officer in Charge of
LBL Conservation Projects; It. Col. James E. Metiko, Battalian 17:Ammander; Battery Capt. Marcus Alexander; Battery Sgt. Maj. Jack Milcesell; a.%=I Albert.Cssity,
Supervisor of Equipment and Labor Services at LEE', Central Maintenance Complex.

Goodman has served on
the board of directors of WI
Associated Press and is •
member of the board of Gannett Co. Inc. He resides in
Larchmont,N.Y.

(TVA Photos by Vena Matlock)
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$AVE...SAVE....$AVEll
SALE
PRICE
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c3
575-13 Pewee Week WS/ W
A75-13 Power Week WS/ W
' C7S-14 Power Week WS/
175-14 Pewee Shed WS/W
675-13 Pewer Strait WS/11/
F71-15 Pewee Streak SI Well
360-15 Power Weak
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A N(4503,-16002, 7150o5r 110006watt.

,Ittb
\S'

AilLSOS

St*

3-Wey SAL 30-,1041-1511
3040-100 Weft
.
(33-107-6,-7) 1.17

$27.79
$25.59
$30.59
$32.34
$36.23
$33.46
$31.05

MORE BIG TIRE SAVINGS

p„...„ 64'

SALE
PRICE
$57.23
$55.30
$1.4.20
$69.00

01171.1 S Ceases Tread Red. W/W
Ut7S-15 Casten Treed bd. W/W

"202” Reel
Spincasting reel, adjustable drag with line. el.acrio

Salo PrIco

2.99

Solid Bross 1411
Buckle Assortment
Western or wildlife
them. OW 700/701-1)

4.44

Air Cond. Filter

2 plastic snack trays with
matching mugs. Harvest
yellow.swam

Washable fiberglass, trim
to fit. aa-aaa2

Savo Over $2.00

Salo Price

1.88

44°

C"
harge It =ffail
Just Say'
_

pernicTsraismas
LUBE &OIL
CHANGE
Includes uP te
brand
01) quarts major
10i 30 Oil
extra
041 filter
it needed

(
1118211.
*

Tackle Box

Patio Broom

All metal; 13'/a In. x 61/s In. x
4$12 In. elope

14 In. heed,for driveway,
sidewalk,etc. Otello

Savo =00

Rog.$2.90

2:99

1.97

Goodyear

s

4 Pc. Snack Set

Gross Rake

1.41
1.50
1.68
1.75
2.36
2.20
1.61

1.88

lubrication and
• Chassis includes light
•
oil change
tor aptrucks f..elease call
pointment

Revolving Charge Account

of
7 other wayll to buy Our Own Customer C redo Plan • 1/111111
U..
Cbarspe • V.'s • At...reser, Express Card • Carte Blanche • Dmers Club • Cash
any

thews

12-MONTH
TUNE-UP
a

• Check chareng aftd
starting
terns • Install new rotor. so.
spark
plugs, points, and condense
dwell and tinting • Check,• Set
cate, and adjust choke as lubrineeded
• Adjust carburetor • Addltionai
parts I wakes extra it
needed.
Any time within one

•
year of
your tune-up, bring your
'
invoice and 'Free Engine
Analysis certificate back to
Goodyear Service Store that the
performed the original work.
give .your bar an electronic They'll
checkup, and if any parts
replacement or ,
adjustment is needed, and
of the original tune-up. was part
Goodyear
will fix it free of charge. Up
to three
free analyses.
Standard ignition. Subtract $a for
Electronic Ignition.

$47"$49"

22 steel teeth, 44f:aoodos
handle.(4$441-)— - kaluglamitmer
•iimemicover with *tactic

Gross Bogs 11•
5 bushel; pkg. of 10.(4$-270)
Balmy Doty 7 bo.
(48-270-9)
1V117

fit. spews

stoo

n
1

.84

MURRY SALE DM 11001•1 OtIANTT11111 URI=ON MAE IT1Daa SORRY NO RARICSIDZICIL SALE PRICIIIII0000THROWN SATURDAY AT
SAL MASCOSTORM a PARTICIPATING MUMS.

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Goodyear Siririce Store
S. 12th Murray,Ky.
7:30 am.-6:00 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.753-0595
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Odometer Rollbacks: How To Find Out If You've Been

By STEVEN L.BMCHEAR
Attorney General
Consumers throughout
Kentucky purchase used
automobiles everyday. Each
consumer hopes to purchase
a vehicle in sound operating
order.
Recently, however, some
Kentucky consumers have
been the victims of used-car
odometer tampering.
"As a consumer, you
should exercise your right to
identify and contact a used
car's previous owner before
you purchase it in order to
avoid odometer fraud," says
Attorney General Steven
Beshear.
Dealers or previous
owners sometimes tamper
with vehicle odometers
(mileage gauges), rolling
them back so the car appears to have been driven
less. Consumers should
know it is unlawful in Kentucky to roll back the
mileage of a motor vehicle,
the attorney general says.
If, in being repaired or
replaced, it cannot be set at
actual mileage, the law provides it must be set at zero
and a written notice be placed on the driver's door
stating the actual mileage or
that the actual mileage is
unknown.
If you suspect your
automobile odometer has
been altered or reset, you
can contact past owners and
ask what the vehicle mileage
was at the time they purchased or sold the car. If

they respond with mileage
— Once you have deter- my office," says &shear.
higher than when you bought mined the identity
"The division can review
of a
the vehicle, you may be a previous owner, contact
him your case for possible law
victim of odometer fraud. To and compare the
mileage on enforcement action. Since
identify past owners:
the car when he owned it odometer tampering is a
— Contact the dealer who with the mileage
when you violation of Kentucky law,
sold you the car. Kentucky purchased it.
consumers are entitled to brlaw requires dealers to pro- "If, after
contacting the ing suit and to recover three
vide a prospective purchaser past owner(s) and
compar- times actual damages, or
with the name, address and ing mileage,
you feel your $1,500, whichever is greater,
phone number, if available, car's odomete
r has been plus costs of the legal action
of the previous owner. ff you altered, contact
the con- and attorney's fees. This is
did not exercise this right at stutter protection
division of done in circuit court of the
the time of purchase, you
may still contact the dealer
and see if he will voluntarily
furnish this information.
— Check with the county
clerk's office where the vehicle is licensed. Ask the clerk
to check the registration
A photography exhibit by Ohio and
chain for you. This will allow
in Detroit,
you to contact the previous artist Barbara Frank is now Michigan. Her previous exowner. If the vehicle was being shown at the Calloway hibits have been in the St.
transferred from another County Public Library. Her Louis and Western Kentucky
county, you may find it show is titled "People, areas.
necessary to contact that Places & Things."
Her work includes framed
Barbara Frank, a native color prints of
particular clerk.
scenic land— If the vehicle was Kentuckian,is a creative en- scapes, still lifes, and photos
brought into Kentucky from vironmentalist of people in outdoor settings.
another state, ask the clerk photographer who captures
The extensive display is in
to check the out-of-state title expressions of people and the rear of the main library
surrendered when the vehi- many of nature's beauties by building and may be seen
cle was transferred to see if using the camera as a tool to through the month of July.
Also being shown is a wood
the odometer reading ap- record these.
Mrs. Frank has studied art carving display
pears on the title. Although
of Jessie
Kentucky does not require at Murray State University, Alton Janes of Mayfield.
odometer readings on and received her B.S. and Janes' work includes animal
registrations, other states M.A. from M.S.U. She has carvings, some using his
also studied both art and own hunting
do.
dogs as models,
— If the clerk tells you the photography at the Dayton and a large owl and walking
out-of-state title has been Institute of Art in Dayton, stick. The work is a hobby of
sent to the Department of
Mr. Janes' and may be seen
Transportation in Frankfort,
in the lobby of the main
you may wish to request a
library building.
copy of the title be sent to
. •
you.

If you need further infor- rollbacks, write the
Office of
illation concerning odometer the Attorney General
, Divi-

sion of Consumer Protection,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601.

Pre-engineered Metal Buildings
or
Any Type Construction

Hauge Paintings,
Drawings Will Be On
Display At Library

The phemcnumber in Punka': ha? -• ad which ran in Tuesday's paper of
The Murray Ledger and Times was incorrect. Their phone number is 7534872.

Shoe (learanee
'rice

t

\MAN1///frri.%

Rolled

Fir All Your Concrete Work
(Poured Basement Walls,
Floors, Foundations or
Driveways)

Photography Exhibit Is
Underway At Library

CORRECTION

if/2

county where the purchaser
resides."

\

Paintings and drawings of
Mrs. Q. Cromwell Hauge,
Route 6, wilfbidei arsiilay at
the Calloway County Public
Library for the remainder of
July.
Mrs. Hauge works in
pastel chalk but occasionally
uses oil, acrylic, pencil and
pen and ink.
Recently,she has begun to
experiment with watercolor.
Several of her pastels are
subjects found on Faxon
Road in Calloway County.
Two are of the industrial
area in Murray.
Mrs. Hauge became a
' charter member of the Murray Art Guild at its founding
on May 7, 1967. After an
absence of six years, she
recently re-established her
membership.
'The public is invited to
come by the library to see
the exhibit being shown in
the middle area of the main
library,"
Margaret
Trevathan,librarian,said.

71.

Jeltittis®
NEW!
COUNTRY FRIED
'

STEAK DINNER

2.95
Our new Country Fried Steak is made with real round of beef,
tender and meaty. We cook it up crispy and golden, and smother
it with creamy-rich country gravy. Served with mashed potatoes
and a fresh green dinner salad. It's a whole new reason to

What's bubblyfresh and thirst Quenching?

Take Another Look at Jerry's!

)PY AVAILABLE

Sparkliag Iced Coffee
I rounded tsp
194-oz sparklutg
Maxwell House*
mineral-I-water
- Instant Coffee
or club soda
tb grenadine syrup' Lemon or orange
tb water
wedge
Mix Maxvieff HoitSe*- Instant Coffee. grenadine syrup and water in a tall glass...Add ice
cubes and carbonated water Skit. Serve
with lemon or orange slice if desired

What's army street and icy cold7
Frosty Coffee Float
2 tsp Maxwell House t tsp brown sugar
Instant Coffee
or granulated sugar
I tsp water
Few drops of almond
VI cup cold milk
extract (optional)
Dash of salt(optional) Vanilla ice cream
MitMaxwell Houses Instant Coffee in water
in tall glass Add milk, sugar, salt and extract
Stir well and top with a scoop Of ice cream

Whit's- light, crisp and refreshing,
Classic Iced Coffee
heaping tsp
t sup water
Maxwell House' Ice cubes or
Instant Coffee
crushed ice
Place Maxwell House' Instant Coffee
in a tall glass Add watet
coffee is dissolved Add ice Serve
with sugar and cream, if desired

*Or use I teaspoon moat

traight up on-the-rocks or with a twist!
With Ma.xwell House,'a great cup of coffee is only the beginning.
mo m um mimim om en=IMIN=IEll
4,roitt utitttos.

rtl"

1981 (Arn,el Foods Corporatoon

••-/f-.
•

when you buy any size
• iar of Maxwell House'
Instant Coffee.
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HooffRecords•Reading
'
Progress At Local Library gli11

!Funerals I
Final kites Held
For Robert Steele
Funeral services for
Robert Steele of Murray
Route 6 were held today at
10:30 a.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with John
Dale officiating and Ernie
Rob Bailey directing singers
from the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Pallbearers were J. D.
Lassiter, Earl Steele, Harley
Roberson, Dennis Alderson,
Jimmy Fielder, and Ronnie
Ferguson. Burial was in the
Rattaree Cemetery.
Mr. Steele, 75, died Sunday
at the Murray-Calloway
.
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Maud Jewel Steele; two
sisters, Mrs. Herman
Lassiter, Murray, and Mrs.
Helen Ferguson, Highland
Park, Mich.; step daughter,
tep son, five step grandchildren, and six step great
grandchildren.

•

DONATION — Mrs. Louise Owens (left), mother-inlaw of Larry Butler who has Hodgkins Disease,
received a check for S484 from a roadblock held by
the Munay-Calloway County Jaycees on June 28.
President Tony Wallace presented the check to
Owens.

Child Car Restraint Law
Endorsed By Witnesses

Funeral Is Today
For Mr. Edwards

j.

Hoofy-the-Goofy Horse is at the
Calloway County Public Library
checking out the Kentucky Reading
Derby Racetrack, sponsored by the
library.
Derby contestants' reading progress is recorded by a personalized
horseshoe that moves to the finish line
as they report the number of books
read.
All summer reading contest participants are invited to the library at 3
p.m. Friday, July 24, to meet Hoofy

Final rites for Raymond
Edwards are being held today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Old Salem Cemetery.
Mr. Edwards,67, died Sunlay at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Janie Hendrick Edwards, three daughters, two
sons, one sister, one brother,
and 10 grandchildren.

Rites Are Today
For Mr. Emerson
The funeral for Clifton B.
Emerson will be held today
at 3 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiating
and Mrs. Olivene Erwin as
organist.
Burial will follow in the
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Emerson,57, died Sunday at his home, 407 North
Third Street.
He is survived by his
father, Willie B. Emerson;
grandmother, Mrs. Emma
Murray;
Emerson,
daughter, Mrs. MorglIn
Garner; son, David Emerson; two brothers, Rupert
and Joe Ed Emerson; two
grandchildren.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— A parade of witnesses endorsed a proposed law which
would require automobile
restraints for all children
under 4.
They told a legislative subcommittee such an act would
prevent many of the
estimated 1,500 injuries and
20 to 25 deaths of infants that
occur every year in Kentucky traffic accidents.
"It would immunize
children from a very preventable disease," said Dr.
Christopher Boarman, a
Lexington pediatrician.
The opinions were voiced
Tuesday at a public hearing
before the interim Subcommittee on Highways and
Highway Enforcement
which is headed by Sen.
Helen Garrett, D-Paducah,

Fire Destroys
Parks' Truck

author of the prefiled bill.
Mrs. Garrett's measure is
a brief addition to the existing law requiring anchors
for seat belts in cars.
It would require parents or
legal guardians to have the
child properly secured in
their vehicles. Exemptions
would be granted to recreational vehicles and trucks
heavier than one ton.
The proposed law provides
a fine for violators of at least
825.

COLLEGEDA LE, Tenn.
(AP) — A dentist kneeling
with his wife for bedtime
prayers was shot in the head
when somebody fired three
bullets through the couple's
bedroom window, police said
today.

WHAT
ABOUT
PRE-ARRANGING
A FUNERAL?

homy Walkor-Owlsor

753-2411

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — History is
being made on the Ohio River by a
hydroelectric plant that is ntirsed
along by two towboats — one of them
traveling in reverse.
"No single thing that massive has
ever moved on this river," said a
spokesman for the transporter, Texas
Gas Inland Waterways Division of
Owensboro.
The plant, destined to provide
power for Vanceburg, is 178 feet long,
76 feet high and 144 feet wide. It began
its journey on the coast of France last
month.
The plant was sliced in two for the
journey inland — which began July 11
at Baton Rouge, La. — increasing its
length, with spacing between the two
parts,to 384 feet.
Longer tows often use the Ohio but
they can be disconnected for navigation.

ly before midnight Tuesday
at Fillman's Collegedale
home. .
Erlanger
An
spokeswoman said Fillman
was in critical but stable
condition this morning.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. lATh USDA —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
500; compared to Tuesday's close
limited slaughter steers and heifers
steady; cows steady to 1.00 lower;
bulls steady; slaughter calves and
vealers steady; feeders weak to 1 00
lower; good slaughter steers 9901068
Lb including dairybreds 50.30-61.00;
slaughter heifers good 675-855 lb 51.8)53.50; commerical cows 42.00.45.00;
utility 41.00-46.00; several high dressing utility 46.50-48.80; cutter 17.7542.50; canner and cutter wider 800 lb
35.00-39.75; few shelly canner down to
30.25; slaughter bulls grade 1-2 12001550 lb 51.50-54.75; grade 2 900-1100 lb
41.00-50.00; choice 140-302 lb vealers
55.00-59.00, few up to 64.00; choice 300385 lb calves 51.00-58.50; feeder steers
median frame 1 100-500 lb 57.00-63.00;
500-650 lb 55.00-62.50; medium frame 2
300.500 lb 49.00-57.00; 500700 lb 44.2555.00; large frame 2 including Holsteins 100-500 lb 42.00-49.75; 600-700 lb
43.01-45.00; 700-860 lb 45.00-58.25:
medium and small frame 1-2 bulls 400600 lb 40.50-50.00; 600-800 lb 42.00-45.01;
heifers medium frame 1 400-500 lb
48.00-52.00; 500450 lb 47.00.52.50;
medium frame 2400465 lb 42.00-49.00.
Hogs 2000 includes 1200 feeder pigs;
compared to Tuesday's close barrow's
and gilts 50-75 lower; 1-2 205-22 lb 50.8051.10; 2 210-250 lb 50.50-50.80; 250-260 lb
50.20-50.50; 2-3 245-255 lb 49.90-50.00;
255-285 lb 49.25-49.90; 310-320 lb 47.8049.00; 3 217 lb 48.50; 400-415 lb 43.0045.60; sows 50 to 1.50 instances 2.00
lower, 1-2 300-400 lb 41.00-42.00; 400450
lb 42.00-43.50; 450-500 lb 43.50-45.00;
500-586 lb 45.00-46.00; boars over 300 lb
41.25-42.00.
Sheep untested.

1

The plant, floating on its own bottom,traveled 4 mph up the Mississippi but picked up speed as it encountered the weaker current of the
Ohio River at Cairo, Ill.

MODERN WOODMEN Of AMERICA
Fraternal Life Inuit-ann.

Nairn

HOME OFFICE•
ROCK ISLAND.ILLINOIS

1911A. awned

Item
11111
133441

INCREDIBLE LUNCH
ONLY $2.99
Mini Pizza • Salad Bar • Soft Drink
Godfather's Pizza has a real deal
for lunch. Our incredible 6" Mini
Pizza, a trip to our salad bar, and
a soft drink all for $2.99. if you
think one of our mini pizzas isn't
enough for lunch, you've never
had a Godfather's Pizza.

Photography Club
Schedules Meet
Thursday Evening
The Photography Club of
Western Kentucky will meet
Thursday, July 23, at 7 p.m.
at the printing office of the
West Kentucky State Vocational School, Paducah.
Nell
Lacy
will
demonstrate photographic
reproductions for publications. Also the hot air balloon
photographic field trip for
Saturday, July 25, will be
discussed.
All interested persons in
the area are invited to attend,a club spokesman said.
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Glidfather's Pizza®

753-0023
Hwy. 641 Central Shopping Cl.. Murray,Ky.

40*27TH ANNIVERSARY
SAVE $327.00

SAVE $4000.00

e
410;P

SAVE $227.00

CHI
held
Over
Sykes
Coni
Lee A
Harm
Amy
Karei
Jame

C

EE
PALC
S
8x12 Barn
Demonstrator

ashonns

i.„(4er

ys3 ?

2 Bedroom
Demonstrator Cottage

8x12 Color
Demonstrator

SAVE

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

SAVE
SAVE $227.00
On
10x20 Regular
1978 Pontiac L.J.
Black, block vinyl roof, gold cloth interior, bucket
seats, power windows, power brakes, power steering,
air condition, power locks, tilt Mini, AM-FM-tape,
wire wheels. I7xxx miles.
!

$5977
Donde Taylor Chevrolet lei.T.
641 SOuth, Murray
753-2617
I
(

OM MAIM
WINACI POWS

GM

SAVE $127.00
On
8x12 Regular

• SAVE $2,700.00
On 12124
Demonstrator Office

We will celebrate ear 271h Anniversary on July 26th. Custom-built portable buildings and Dee's
----kneering since 1954. 27 jeers hi business. We are having a seven day sale to celebrate our andvorsary. This is imor first solo in 27 years. It will start at 9 a.m. on July 22nd and will end on.July
29th at 6 p.m. Sale hem will be from 9 a.m. to k p.m. each day except Satyr* July 25th when we
will he closed ell day. Ilene of oar dealers will participate in this sale. Save on greenhouses, patios,
carports, pole barns, gatages, mobile home .d-ons, offites and pre-cut buildings of all sixes. Shop the

rest. Come to

-

L. CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
753-09811
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Sale Starts 9 A.M. Wednesday.
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Pushing the plant is the towboat D.
Ray Miller, a 145-foot-long vessel with
5,600 horsepower. A 100-foot-long
sister boat with 2,800 horsepower, the HORSING AROUND — Hoofy-the-Goofy horse checks out the KenDan Hogan, is attached to the front tucky Reading Derby Racetrack, sponsored by the Calloway County
and runs in reverse.
Public Library. The racetrack records, by personalized horseshoes,
publicaof
James Ellis, manager
the number of books contestints have read.
tions for the transportation company,
said the Hogan is furnishing some
power but is needed mainly for steerLIFE INSURANCE PLUS
ing because the Miller's pilot can't see
FRATERNAL BENEFITS
over the plant.
.0
The 72-megawatt plant will be attached to the Ohio side of the Greenup
direction
right
a Steplit Roe
Locks and Dam about 20 miles from
Vanceburg. It should arrive there by
weekend.

Three shots were fired
through the bedroom window, Ms. DeVore said, including one that struck
Fillman on the right side of
the head. His wife, Dolly,
was not injured.
We don't have any
suspects and the case is
under investigation," Ms.
DeVore said.
Fillman practices dentistry in Ringgold,Ga.

Mon.-Sat. 9-6 Fri. 9-8

Anal
Markdown
at

0

Hydroelectric Plant Makes
History On Ohio River

Final
Summer Clearance

2411S. 3rd

soar
ni

bro

and his storytelling friends. They will
be "on stage" in the main library
meeting room for an hour of entertainment.
A drawing by Hoofy will be held
every 15 minutes during the hour with
surprise prizes. All who bring at least
one written book review may register
for the drawing.
Another fun-filled hour will be offered Friday, July 31, with the winners announced at the end of the program.

Cot

4.1.

Dentist Shot While Praying

Florida Man
Charged With
Unlawful Taking

J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

3

Bullets Fired In Bedroom Window

Police dispatcher Candy
DeVore said Dr. Don
Fillman was taken to
Despite efforts by the Erlanger Medical Center in
Calloway County Fire- nearby Chattanooga after
Rescue Squad and the the shooting occurred shortCalloway County Sheriff's
Office, a semi-truck was
destroyed by fire Tuesday, a
squad spokesman said.
The fire was of unknown
origin although squad officials said they suspect the
cause was electrical, the
A Florida man was chargspokesman said.
The truck was owned by ed with theft by unlawful
Max Parks, the spokesman taking under $100 Tuesday
night after reportedly atsaid.
to steal gasoline
tempting
No one was injured in the
from the Calloway County
incident.
Garage, a Murray police
spokesman said.
Charged was Paul W.
Casey, 34, Palmetto, Fla.,
the spokesman said.
Police arrested Casey at
11:15 in front of the garage
and lodged him in the
Calloway County Jail, the
spokesman said.
Bond was expected to be
This is sometimes prudent.
set today, the spokesman
However, if you are thinking
said.
about pre-arranging
a specific funeral you ore urged to
contact an experienced funeral
director. Careful counseling
with him can avoid
unwise planning

The J. H. Churchill funeral Home is backed by 95, years of reliable
,ornily service Allow us to help you in your time of need

't

FOR THE BEST
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Consumers'Affairs

Insulation Can Cool Heat Costs
Editor's Note - Last lightweight glass fiber,
Wednesday's (July 15) arti- mineral wool and cellulose
cle headline, "Warrantie, fiber-blown.
Guarantee Are Different",
Mashing or pressing inshould have read "Warran- sulation in place defeats its
ties, Guarantees Are Not purpose in that it closes the
Different". As stated in the air pockets allowing heat
article warranties and through quicker.
guarantees are the same.
There are three basic
Sorry for the confusion this varieties of insulation.
may have caused among Blanket or batt is mineral
readers.
wool or glass fiber which
By LYNNE ODOM
comes in sheets that must be
Special Writer
cut to the desired length and
How can consumers width.
reduce their cooling bill as
Loose fill, consisting of
much as 30 percent? The mineral wool, glass fibers,
answer is insulation. It is as wood fibers, or vermiculite
affective in the summer as it granules, is in loose form
is in the winter. It can reduce and installed by machineheating costs in the winter as blowing or hand-pouring.
much as 50 percent.
Foam insulation is
Insulation becomes an in- available in liquid spray
vestment rather than expen- form and hard foam boards.
Insulation is measured in
diture when it is correctly
may save money terms of "R" value. "R"
used.
year-rind, improve home value is the resistance of inliving • comfort, raise the sulated material to heat
resal value of a house and flow. The higher the "R"
rve resources needed value, the better the
material.
onwide.
Insulation is not a big exThe Department of Houspense in that it pays for itself
by the energy it saves year- ing and Urban Development
-(HUD) set minimum stanly.
Exactly what is insula- dards of "R" value for the
tion? It is a material which climate around the Tencontrols the flow of heat nessee Valley Authority
from one surface or area to (TVA) region: R-19 for ceilings, R-11 for outside walls,
another.
The natural flow of heat and R-19for floors.
TVA says a completely
goes from hot to cold areas.
Insulation works to keep the uninsulated house (assumwarm air outside during the ing 15 percent of the oustide
summer and inside during wall area is window and
door) can loose 100 percent
the winter.
How does insulation of its heat. Fourty-five perachieve this? Insulation is cent of heat escapes through
made up of tiny air pockets the ceiling area; 20 percent
which slow the flow of heat. through the floor area; 12
As heat reaches an air percent through windows
pocket, it fills that pocket, and doors; 12 percent
through outside walls, and;
then goes to the next one.
Materials commonly used 11 percent from infiltration
in insulation are mineral (through cracks, joints,
wool, glass wool, cellulose areas not air-tight).
These areas of great heat
vermiculite,
fiber,
polystrene and liquid spray loss are areas that require
foam. Materials most com- insulation.
Contrary to popular belief,
monly used in homes are the

excess moisture in the home
does not come from rains,
etc. Rather it comes from inside the house from showers,
washing,sweating,etc. Also,
dampness under the house
rises up into the house
resulting in excess moisture.
As moisture rises up through
the house and tries to
escape, it forces itself
through the woodwork,
plaster and paint. This
causes rotting of wood
frames, loosening of plaster
and "blistering" of paint as
the moisture pushes itself
through.
Vapor barriers of
polyethylene sheets, asphaltcoated paper, and foil, are
used with insulation to prevent such damage from
moisture accumulation.
It is important that the
vapor barrier not tear as it is
installed. A tear would allow
moisture accumultion in.
Any tears should be tightly
sealed.
In many cases floor and
ceiling insulation can be instaled by the home owner.
TVA suggests that a
qualified insulating contractor insulate the outside
walls.
For ceiling insulation,
loose fill or blanket insulation should be used. Loose
fill should be poured to a
level of six inches between
ceiling joists.
Blanket insulation should
be laid in a continuous strip
between joists. A vapor barrier should be placed under
the insulation, facing inside
the house, next to the ceiling.
Insulation should be kept
away from recessed lighting
fixtures, heat sources, and
vents.
For floor insulation,
blankets or bats shoul be
placed between floor joists
with the vapor barrier facing
the floor, between the insulation and floor. Wire lacing or
chicken wire should be plac-

ed under insulation to hold it
in place.
Other means of insulation
include storm windows and
doors. They help prevent
moisture collection which
can rot window sills and
framing. They also insulate
against noise.
Ventilation in attic and
crawl spaces ( under houses)
also protects against excessive moisture. Air circulation through vents
allows moist air to escape.
According to TVA the attic
should have one square foot
of vent space for each 150
square feet of ceiling.
Also recommended is a
ground cover of four
milliliters thickness or 55pound roll roofing covering
the earth in crawl_ spaces
under the house. It should be
layered 4-6 inches and turned up along the foundation
walls 4-6 inches.
There should be one
square foot of vent for every
1500 square feet of crawl
space (when there is a
ground cover.)
When a ground cover is not
installed,there should be one
square foot of vent for each
150 square feet of crawl
space with a minimum of
four vents.
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Service Genter Hours
Mon.-Sot. 9-6
Sun.-Closed

Wed.Thru Sat.

•=mi
The Saving Place s.
Quality
Paflsand
Imo Service

%
4ia

4%,

A,*

14k,

4-PLY
WHITEWALLS
Our Reg. 37.76- A78x13

$

SALE

F.E.T.

‘32

1.71
1.87

Plus F.E.T. 1.58 Ea.

178:14 44.76

835
138

2.04

F78:14 46.76

440

2.14

G78114 4$.76

842

2.28

G78x15 49.76

2.36

51.76

143
143
$44

"78" series tread design 7 multi-siped
tread ribs
All Tires Plus F.E T Each
Mounting Included
No Trade-in Required

55.76

$46

2.114

SIZES

REG.

878:13 39.76
C78x14 42.76

50.76

TVA has developed the
Save ELECTRICAL
Home Insulation Program,
SYSTEM CHECK
$12
an energy conservation program. Under the program a
Installed
trained energy advisor
surveys homes or apartments to locate areas in
which energy is being
wasted.
The advisor can recom• si--z Cr_
mend ways the owner can
""'-`•••••••....•.
make his home more energy
ttmelvel 3 Month r.re
efficient.
Ireplocoorg•n. tioNttr.d
101. 349, Monti,
Consumers can request a
Prorate. Adpostrrt.nr
free home energy survey by
Ws,'wily
calling their local power
distributor. Local power
With Exchange
distributors of Murray and
Our Reg. 48.88
the surrounding area are
Murray Electric System and
West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corp.
36-month Battery
For more information
Sizes to fit many cars
about TVA or any of its
and light trucks.
available programs, conCitizen
the
call
can
sumers
Action Line toll free: 1-800- .
I
362-9250 (Tennessee) or 1800-251-9242 (outside Tennessee).

2.52
2.57

Computer Balance,
Each Wheel
L For Many Cars

2.47 1

Carry out
12.0
Each

SERVICES INCLUDE:
install front disc brake
pods and linings on root
wheels
2 Resurface drums and true
rotors
3 Inspect front calibers
4 Rebuild rear wheel
cyi.oders. W possibie replace, if neCessory at
oddittonol ports cost
per wheel cylinder
1

5 Repack Inner ond outer
bearings
6 Inspect master Cylinder
7 Inspect front grease
seals
6 Refill hydraulic system

SERVCES INCLUDE:
J. Repack front wheel
bearings
2. Inspect front grease
seals
3. Computer balance
front wheels
4. Align front end
parts or sermon *Iran
^dorm°
cos,
be needed
mar

VMONROET
PAONRO MeTiC

ate or Wm

/Installed

Addlltronol ports or senetc•3 voroch
may Os n440.30. at. al extra coal

Sale Price

Sale Price

Sale Price

36.88 68.88 24.88 15.880
Disc Drum Brakes
For many U.S. cars.
trucks and
Light
foreign cars higher.

Front End Special
For many U.S. cars.
Disc brakes higher.

Monro-Matic* Shocks'
Popular sizes fit many •
U.S., foreign cars.

•

700 HIGHWAY 641 N. MURRAY

READYOR
NOT,the
future will
come...

CHEERLEADER CAMP The Calloway County High School cheerleaders recently
held a cheerleader camp. Participating in the camp were (from left, first row) Tina
Overby, Christy McCallon, lance Sims, Daysha Smith, Mylinda Mitchell, Susan
Sykes, Dena McClard, Stephanie Wuest, Amy Miller, Deanna Farris, Caroline
Conley, Gina Williams, Tammy Parker, Debbie Farris,(second row) Marcey Marine,
Lee Ann Raybum, Dana Cunningham, Beth Woodall, Amy Pyle, Pam Torsak, Missy
Harrell, Connie Manning, Nina Harrell, Brenda Conley, (third row) Jill Childress,
Amy Ryan, Gerald McCuiston, Lisa Cunningham, Karen Travis, Michelle Marine,
Karen Adams, Stacy Wuest, Lisa Robinson, Deanna Garland, Vicki Edwards, Kelly
Jameson, Yona Darnell and Jill Darnell.

The stream of time brings to each of us its own
special combination of challenges and surprises
How well we meet them will depend on whether
or not Your Modern Woodmen
we're ready
representative can show you how you can prepare
for the future for yourself and your family with our
unique combination of life insurance and fraternal
benefits. Discover - as millions of Modern Woodmen members already have - that extra measure
of security that will be yours through membership
in one of America's leading fraternal life insurance
societies

Calloway Cheerleaders
Hold One Week Camp
The Calloway County High
School boys and girls varsity_
cheerleaders recently conducted a one-week minicheerleader camp at the
high school.
While at the camp, girls
were taught cheers, chants,
jumps, gymnastics, double
stunts and pom-pon routines.
On the last day of the

camp, competition was held
for the individual squads.
The Calloway middle
school received a superior
ribbon while the freshman
squad received an excellent
rating. Others attending also
performed as squads and
received excellent ratings.
The middle scho61
cheerleaders also received
the spirit stick which denotes

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Fraternal life insurance since 1883
Home Office: Rock Island, Illinois 61201

the squad showing the most
enthusiasm
pep and
throughout the week.
AA

Individual award winners
included Amy Mille, pompon; Karen Adams, cheers
and chants; Dana Cunningham,double stunts; Dena
McClard, jumps and gymnastics; and Beth Woodall,
outstanding cheerleader.

Freddie P.
Allgood

1909 Westwood
Murray, Ky. 42071

Corn-Austin's Final Markdown Sale
Sale Starting Thursday, July 23rd 9:00 a.m.
Boy's Dept.

All Boy's Knit Shirts 1/2 Price
All Shorts & Swim Wear 55.95
All Boy's Trousers 1, 2 Price
Large Group Of Boy's Trousers Now 56.95
Suits & Sport Coats Be Here To See

miro,yss&
Store
Corn-Austin
.A.A..1111AMM.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE'
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CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

1. Pick up a free Check-Out Bonus Certificate
from the checkout stand.

2.

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

You get 1 Check-Out Bonus Stamp for every
*1.00 you spend,(excluding liquor,
tobbacco,and tax'.Paste 36 Check-Out
Bonus Stamps in each certificate.

3. When you checkout, present one filled
Check-Out Bonus Certificate for each
Bonus Special you select.
'Sin prides. aise
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joirma...
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ADVERTISED SPECIALS
INFLATION FIGHTER MEAT SALE
Fight Inflation by Saving Your Money on Food Costs
At Your Jim Adams IGA

We Reserve •Right
and to Comic

WHOLE REEL-LEEN

PORK LOIN

Prices Good Wed.,
July
Thru Tu
STORE HbURS:

FAMILY PAK MIXED PARTS

FRYING CHICKEN

FISCHER'S —3LB. BOX

IGA —120Z. — SLICED

BACON .. Ends a Pcs.$ 1 49
84)x BACON
WILLIAMS — PORK

Pkg.$•1 19

LOUIS RICH — SLICED

SAUSAGE

Lb.l4
$ 49

RIB HALF-SLICED IN CHOPS

$ 139

TURKEY HAM ..Pk9 .
LOUIS RICH — SLICED

I

$139

SMOKED TURKEY e. Pke .

COUNTRY STYLE — PORK

BACKRIBS

-

LUNCHEON MEATS ....$ 1 $9
BONELESS - U.S. CHOICE

Lb.$ 1 39 SIRLOIN TIP STEAK ..Lb.$299

LOIN END — PORK

FROSTY MORN — SLICED

LOIN ROAST

Lb.$1 49 BOLOGNA

FAMILY PAK

Lb.$ 1 69

PINEAPPLE

15 oz. can

Save 10

GEP

GENERIC

FOIL WRAP

25' box

rinsualk

Assorted Flavors - 2 Liter Bottle
•

PORK'N BEANS

16 oz. can

GENERIC

DRY PINTO BEANS

2 lb. bag

GEP

GENERIC

Save
B1-00

'SHRIMP MATES With Coupon Pkg.

99

$2

54c TE
79c DC
29° iDI
99c sA
39c 131

GEP

COLAS
GENERIC

Lb.$239

I TREASURE ISLE — 16 OZ.

32 oz. jar

GENERIC

MRS.PAULS —90Z.PKG.

CUBE STEAK

GATORADE
DEL MONTE — SLICED, CHUNKS or CRUSHED

IGA — LB. PKG.SLICED
Lb $ 1 79

STOKELY

SWEET PEAS

1601. can

GENERIC CUT

GREEN BEANS

16 oz. can

390 .E

GEt

GENERIC

TOMATO SAUCE

15'oz. can 396

GENERIC ALL PURPOSE GROUND

COFFEE
DIET DRINK
BantO011,

Free Cash
iter tor
Punch Card.
never regsed
your tree
have
receive
you
and
It
ent to win!
pres
register
today,
need not be
you
COTO in
and
necessary
PUNCHED
IS
No purchase
YOUR CARDBANKROLL!
BE SURE
WEEK'S
FOR THIS
,

RC 100

1 lb. ba

CI'

.7.Z

189

(411411
T9PAaP;

r
i
l3r:Ar4V

. 8 PK. 16 OZ.

139

SEALTEST

ICE CREAM.

-GAL.

$189

Assc

DE

vr,

DUNCAN HINES

CAKE MIXES

Peal

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
D ROLL-ON

$11 39
$1 9

DEODORANT..

*
69
Save 28'

Save $1.70..2.5 oz. bottle

GOOD NEWS DISPOSABLE

RAZORS

,6 per pack

EXTRA STRENGTH
•

tablets $ 1 29
TYLENOL......30's capsules or 24'ssev"I."
AQUA NET

HAIR SPRAY

&Iv.7r

10oz.can

99;

lexcumli

reADIIIP
BETTY CROCKER
READY-TO-SPREAD

I-FROSTINGS.
With
Coupon

off I

Limit on* coupon poi family Coupon void after Tuesday,
July 20th, 1981
.73
.7 0
1

e ••

r

BETTY CROCKER

SPECIALTY
POTATOES.se.t.49`..

2/$1 39 •

Scollop, Au Gratin,
Nosh &owns,lirliono

With
Coupon

Limit one coupon per family. Coun
Coupon void otter Tuesday
July 28th 1981
LiG
e
•M32

C•11809500

;4
0

-r47-

r-

.

•
-T7-•
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VAN CAMPS

JUST PICKED PRODUCE

PORK'N BEANS
16 oz. can

Cans
Only

FRESH, RIPE

CANTALOUPES

*IVO •Right to Limit
:orripc Pricing Error!

^pood
u Tu

Save 29'

PUREX

BLEACH _Gallon

DOWNY

WASHINGTON STATE — RED DELICIOUS

$ " APPLES
FRESH CRISP
LAUNDRY DETERGENT s7$49
11

FABRIC SOFTENER
PUNCH — 49 OZ. BOX

lb. 491

64 oz. blttle

Save 48

GEN RIC

ioo cf. box $148

TEA BAGS
GENERIC DRY EXPANDED

CELERY

Large stalk

49c

CALIFORNIA

DOG FOOD

25 lb. bag $397

GENERIC WHOLE or SLICED

DILL PICKLES

RED GRAPES

lb

$ 19

103

32 oz. jqr
•

GENERIC

SALAD DRESSING

32 ozdar

GENERIC

BARBECUE SAUCE

18 oz. jar

s lANACKERS
e
GENERIC

CHOCOLATE FLAWRED SYRUP

16 oz.

GENERIC

TOILET TISSUE

4 roll pack

93C
64c
55e
69c
83c

FROZEN FOODS 8t DAIRY ITEMS
BALLARD

BISCUITS_

6/8 oz. cans

THIS WEEK'S
JIM ADAMS SPECIAL
Save 20'

Assorted Flavors — 16oz.

DEL MONTE

VEGETABLES

KRAFT — HALFMOON

CHEESE

Peas & Cut or French Style Green Beans

Cans
Only

ORANGE JUICE
YOUR SYMBOL FOR:
•HIGH QUALITY
*WIDE VARIETY
•LOW PRICES

r-xs2m
c
P
1
DOG

-FOOD

.

..

KOTEX

.

$ 9---_

__ _

7GF50

'

Say* 30*
FEMININE NAPKINS
REGULAR 01 SUPER ... 12 cl. box

sew.sr.:: 10 lb. bog -3

C-4033-2

ggit
if.

'

62611
.0

I Limit
co..-"n
- July 28th, 1981

fornuly Coupon voidC
:er tri'..""4410

L;
A

"-"`•."--"7"olonowniniinwionyminnuinvionnor----

,

12 oz. can

With

I
1
COUPOn
.... .,...
_
,
limit on.coupon per family: Coupon void oftar.Tii•scray
July 28th. 1981
•

•. .

$1 5

IGA

Save Up
Toll'

GRAVY TRAlt4

'
Savo I 2
Longhorn Cheddar
or Colby.... 10 oz. chunk

-BANQUET

.*

..1..

- FROZEN PIES..Apple or Poach — -20

t"

•••,•••••••
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Prince Charles Is Accomplish-IA,
Weil-Liked Britith 'Throne Heir 2. Notice
By JEFF BRADLEY
Associated Press Writer
LONDON(AP)-The late
Earl,Mounthatten of Burma,
great-uncle and great
favorite of Britain's Prince
Charles, once said it wasn't
luck that had produced such
an accomplished heir to the
throne - "it's a bloody
miracle."
Many commoners in this
constitutional monarchy
agree with Mountbatten's
assessment of the 32-yearold prince who will marry
Lady Diana Spencer, 12','2
years his junior, in a majestic ceremony at St. Paul's
Cathedral on July 29.
Charles Philip Arthur
George
MountbattenWindsor was just three years
old when his mother became
queen and he became heir to
a throne dating back 1,000
years. His life has coincided
with the decline of British
power and the rise of a
strong socialist movement to
dismantle class privileges.

During a strict and spartan upbringing, his mother,
Elizabeth II, and father,
Prince Philip, made him
aware that he would have to
earn the people's favor if his
own future were to be
secure, and the future King
Charles III has succeeded.
According to opinion polls,
only the queen herself and
the Queen Mother, his 80year-old grandmother, are
more popular.
A look at the record tells
why. Of the 21 English heirs
who have held the title
Prince of Wales since 1301,
Charles is the first to have
gone to school with other
children outside the palace,
first to obtain a university
degree (in history at Cambridge) and first to learn the
Welsh language.
A qualified Royal Air
Force pilot and excommander of a Royal Navy
minehunter, Charles is an
opera lover, promoter of industry and connoisseur of

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
DOWN
1 School of
1 Strain for
whales
preath
'2 Turkish
4 Quarrel
,
8 Servant
regiment
12 Beverage
3 Potpourri
13 Mental image 4 Slant
14 Singing voice 5 Cretan
mountain
15 Mournful
IfiCity in
6 Warded off
Amish
7 Confronts
country
8 Experts
18 Helmsman
9 High Mus.
20 Depression
10 Follower of:
Sot
21 Printers
measure
11 Click beet*
22 Footlike part 17 Antis
23 Transgresses 19 Preposition
27 Crafty
22 Equality
29 Cushion
24 Scale note
3d Pick up the
25 Rant
tab
.
28 Pack away
31 Diphthong
27 Hindu
32 Vehicle
garment
33 Aeriform
28 Conduct
fluid
29 Crony
34 Proceed
30 Label
35 Having
branches 37 Piece of cut
timber
38 Stitch
39 Sacred
Image
40 After Fri.
41 Guido's low
note
42 Fail in drops
44 Musical

drama
47 Declared
51 Ventilate
52 Edible

rootstock
53 Withered
54 PTA member
55 Solar disk
56 Belgian

moor
57 Pigpen

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
Pi
lUss CCE
AMC ULM UCH
DEEM MUM
EMU
UDE=
MERU UEIDU
IOC MIMIC CCU
C
OCE
OU
CUE LAMM COO
CCM CCM
UUDUC
=MC
DUEUUU [MGM
UUCID 1200 MOO
MCC ULM UMW

32 Large kettle
33 I - rhythm
36 IL's neighbor
37 Fans into
disuse
38 Emits vapor
40 Miss Specek
41 Above
43 Scale note

44 German river
45 DisturbanCe.
46 Vast throng
47 Greek letter
48 Indian
memorial
post
49 lp favor of
50 Before

WM MINIM MAME
WU WM WM
UMM MEMEMINIMM
WIIMMII
WM
MEMM
WWII WM WM=
'M
WEN WM
IMAM WEE WEE
WM MOM ME
WWI= WINIWW
WWWIIMMEWM MEM
WM= MIMI MEM
WM= WNW NEM

YES,MAAM, UKE TO
SPEAK TO THE PREAGIER,
PLEASE-THE ONE I SEE
ON TV ALL THE TIME...

THOU&HT MANSE HE'D
BE INTERESTED IN A
MIRACLE THAT I
PERSONAL KNOW OF...;

wacky humor - a prince for
all seasons who will play
polo for England against
Spain three days before his
wedding.
A quick wit, he said after
eating snake meat during a
survival course in Australia:
"Ah, the things I do for
England."
Although he loathes the
tag "action man," Charles
has led the world's press a
merry chase for more than a
decade, well earning the
description "the world's
most eligible bachelor."
U he wasn't skiing in the
Alps in the company of some
lovely debutante, he was being kissed by a bathing beauty in Australia, tumbling
over steeplechase fences at
Cheltenham, skindiving, to
the wreck of a Tudor warship or parachuting from
1,200feet.
When rioting erupted in
Britain's inner cities this
month, Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher talked of
"law and order" but Charles
came forward with help
from -his personal charity,
the Prince's Trust. Black
youth clubs and Sikh temples
figure highly in his 1,000 official engagements a year.
Despite efforts to meet the
people, Charles can never be
"ordinary" and has come to
terms with it. He believes
it's right for the royal family
to stay out of politics.
His polo teammates call
him "Wales" but others, including close friends, use
"Sir." Never Charles or
Charlie.
Entombed in protocol, his
personal" staff includes an
equerry,private secretaries,
grooms and valets although
he sometimes shakes them
loose and for anonymity's
sake drives a Land-Rover
rather than his flashy Aston
Martin.
Before his engagement to
Lady Diana, he often ended
up alone at night, eating his
supper on a tray in front of
the TV in his three-room
Buckingham Palace apartment,aides say.
After his engagement to
the earl's daughter he first
saw in diapers, a more
buoyant prince said: "Diana
will certainly keep me
young."
He once said that "about
30" was the right age to
marry, but then rejected

HE'S BUSY? I'M SURE
HE IS, BUT T-15 1OA5
QUITE A MIRACLE...A
BUTTERFLY LANDED ON
MY NOSE, SEE, AND..

A SUNDAY SCHOOL
PAPER? YES, MA'AM,I'LL
TAKE IT...BUT NOli.)
LET ME TELL 1(01.)
ABOUT THE ANGEL.)
..
4111,

BIRDBATH FOR THE

Professional Offices for Lease in
Pa ris, Ten nessee.
Beautiful
new
building with large
parking area. Call
Shirley
Casey.
Real
Estate
Associates 901642-2198 or 901642-5577,

NEW CONCEPT. DAY CARE
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS. Call
753-7249 or 753-1566
after 5 00 P M for details
and rates
WANT TO
BUY
Poker Table. Cal
436-2598 after 8,
ask for David.

1640 Pro Craft Bass
boat, with Star
trailer, trolling motor
and 150 h.p. Mercery
Outboard. Call 753-

Charlie Brown Play School,
1617 W. Olive. Daily, $5.50
or hourly, $1.00. Call
753-7359.

First anniversary Open
House, Apple Tree School,
1503 Stadium View DON.
Suaday, _July 8, 1981,
from 2210 to 4:00 P.M.
753-9356.

7swonwo & -Ap. Ws hey- NM - or
ter 1 Mom to aisle
MULL ter Om
comb, swim
fruit low, by Wm

Pam

NOOGE & SON

A 14 Kt. GP chain will
be given away AUwith the purchase of
any boot or shoe.
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

205 S. 5th
753-4669

I

Bring your film to us We
do photofinishing.

Carter Studio
753 8298
I 300 Main

Olympic Shoppig Comer
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for.
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks

~
4-Heavy
Duty
Lifetime Shocks :.
Installed
Novv lb
• Only $49.00
ECONOMY TIRE
&SERVICE
a

1. In Memory
5. Lost and found

753 8500
Ad*.^..W.Aiwive.x

Gad &
Silver
Paws Shop

(across from Big R)

What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333

R41416HT!

KIT ANC? HELO ISE .THAT'S EDEN
)
1:2U WERE HERE WHEN YOU WERE E5A B I E •
BUT YOU DON'T RememBER

CAN'T HERO
COME

6RiSO7- CATS Oic

r-oeN

WITH
US

Demonstrators needed to
show toys and gifts. Home
party plan until December.
Work your own hours. Free
kit. House of Lloyd. Call
(502)759-4807Opportunity to make $1600
a month and be a
distributor for a multimillion dollar Aloa Vera
company. Send reply to
P.O. Box 242, Metropolis,
IL. 62960. _

3.Card of Thanks

17. Motorcycles
46 Auto. Services

Advertisers are
requested to check the
first insertion of ods for
corrections. This
newspaper will be
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. ANY
c91OR SHOULQ__ BE
IMREPORTED
MEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE
Ye12.11AO
CaliCk
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
• N ILDR.

10. Business
Opportunity
° ATTENTION

SWOON ar• •
•ps•9am.to p.im
7534113

36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
31. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale

A MARRIAGE COUNSELOR
CAN TEACH YOU HOW "RD
GET ALONG WITH YOUR
PROELEMS

Will babysit in my home for
small child, Monday thru
Friday. References. Call
753-8255.
-,V411 work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.
Would like job housecleaning. Dependable and
honest. Have references.
759-1255.

Stories 380 D/A
Aromatic Pistol
$195.00

35. Farms For Rent

Sail Boat, 1980
Macgregor 25, like
new, fully equipped.
58,500. 489-2711

9.Situation Wanted

PKIAL
THIS WEEK

CLAYTONS
AND MORE MI5 E3UxLEYS,
RIGHT?

x 25/20

1

6. Kelp Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
11,Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
2$ Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
S3. Rooms tor Rent
34. Houses For Rent

at

THIS ARMY NEEDS
IS MORE DISCIPLINE...
MORE &OOP MEN...
MORE...

1. Storage Bldg&
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.
MANUFACTURER'S . 1st
QUALITY ALL STEEL BUILDx 14
ING 62 x
Door $15,995 - 36 x 72 x
18/12 x 14 Door $6,995. •
Limited .offer. 1-800-8217700 Ext. 803 or 417-1362183.

Listed here is a ready reference

HONEY BEAR

01.16,1aucLER

Part time secretary for First
Presbyterian Church. Call
753-6460 on Thursday, July
23rd, 9:30-11:00 A.M. for
interview.
RN wanted, basic medical
and surgical care. Competitive salary, good benefits.
Apply, Marshal County
Hospital, Benton, KY.
Secretary, general office
skills, 60 words per minute
typing speed. Salary, $3.35
to $3.50 plus benefits.
Personnel,
Action
753-6532
Secretary, part time 5 day
week $4.00 per hour.
Personnel
Action
753-6532
Someone to live in home
and care for elderly man.
Call 247-5443 or 247-3372
after 5 p.m.
Structural steel detailerdraftsman. Immediate
openning for structural
steel detailer to prepare
steel shop fabrication
drawings. Minimum 3 to 5
years experience required.
Excellent salary. Submit
resume to Ted F. Billington
Consulting Engineers, Atten, Jean, P.O. Box 422,
Murray, KY 42071.

I

Get Your

-

Experienced clean-up man
Call 753-3804 or apply in
person Alexander s Clean
Up Shop, Chugiud Dr.,
Murray, KY.

ATTENTION
DOCTORS

Complete Engine
Tune-Up 46-8 Cyl
%Now $35.00
ECONOMY TIRE
•
&SERVICE
75341500

49. Used Cars
SO. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors ,
53. Services Offered
54. for Trade -55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

I PUT THEM IN THE

IT'S SO
HOT
TODAY--

II!
NANCY-WHAT
HAPPENED
TO ALL OUR
ICE CUI3i

such hopefuls as the Duke of
Wellington's daughter and
Princess Marie-Astrid of
Luxembourg to become the
oldest unmarried Prince of
Wales since James Stuart in
1718.
He now has to comb over a
bald spot on the crown of his
head.
He weighs about 154
pounds and stands 5-foot-10,
just an inch taller than his
bride. His outdoor-ruddy
complexion reflects a love of
riding, hunting, wind-surfing
and fishing.
Lady Diana's one public
complaint about him so far is
that he can't sit still. He even
writes all his own speeches
-in longhand.
Charles is one of the
realm's wealthiest men. His
income derives from his inherited title Duke of Cornwall, giving him 130,000
acres of land in London and
fertile southwest England
and an annual income of
about $585,000, plus a right to
an annual tithe of 300 puffins
and any whales or porpoises
washed up on the Cornish
beaches.
The couple will live in
nine-bedroom Highgrove
House, Gloucestershire,
which he bought last year for
a million pounds ($1,9
million), while their London
quarters will be at Kensington Palace, shared with
Princess Margaret, the
queen's divorced sister.
Their intention is to raise a
family, for Charles may
have a long wait before
ascending the throne. "I
don't think thepueen has any
intention of retiring - it's
not in the tradition of the
royal family," said palace
press secretary Michael
Shea.
Charles will be 42 when his
mother turns 6.5, a decade
from now. Queen Victoria
lived to be 81.
What may happen, said
Shea, is that the queen will
hand over more of her duties
to her son, who often steps in
for her on state occasions.
Charles is upset at
speculation he needs work.
"I have a job. Being Prince
of Wales is a job in itself," he
says.
But the palace says he
would welcome an invitation
from Australia to take over
as governor-general in the
near future.

6. Help Wanted

.41k

The family of the Rev. John
S. Bradley humbly appreciates all the kindness
shown to us during this
most sorrowful time.
Without God's help, the
help of-the Ministers, Laity,
Gideon, Masons and
friends, we could never
have accepted this unexpected loss. All of the family, as well as Spence
Chapel, Mayfield, Graves
County, -and -the whole of
the Memphis Conference
have suffered a great loss
and we know that "All
things work together for
good to them that love
God." We feel sure every
scripture, prayer, song, and
each service rendered
would have been according
to John's wishes had he
planned each service.
Again, let us take this opportunity to say "Thank
You."
In His service we remain,
The family of Rev. John'S.
Bradley
The family of Bob Hobbs
wishes to express our
thanks and appreciation for
the many acts of kindness
and sympathy extended to
us during the passing of our
husband, father and grandfather. Our special thanks
to Or, Charles Patterson;
and to Bro. Jerrel White,
Bro R.J. Burpoe and Bro.
Randolph Allen for their
words of comfort.
Also our -special thanks to
the Stella friends as well as
all the friends and
neighbors in Murray, for the
food, flowers anchespecially
for their prayers. Thanks to
Max Churchill Funeral
Home for making things
easier for us.
May God bless each of you.
Mrs. Bob Hobbs, Children
and Grandchildren.

12. Insurance

14. Want To Buy
Duplex lot near the
University. Call 753-5400
Want to boy good used
combine, John Deere or
International, 4400 range.
Call 435-4429.

15. Articles For Sale
Fiat 128, 26,000 miles.
Hotpoint refrigerator; electric stove; 2 Elvis Presley
45 r.p.m.s; one glider
swing; also, C.B. antenna.
Call 436-2901.
For sale, large tame plums.
Also, sweet corn, cooking
apples. 753-4725. Floyd
McKenzie.
Oregon chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
$7.99, or 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware.
Tomato juicer, Victorian
200. No peeling, _coring or
cooking; does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99. Berry
screen or grape spiral,
$6.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Two brand new saddles for
sale. Call 753-8849

16. Home
Furnishings
For sale: 6 piece living room
suite, wooden frame with
reversible cushions. Call
days, 753-6654; after 5:30,
753-1701.
Orange-gold floral couch
and matching chair; table
and 4 chairs, matching bar
with 2 bar stools, also,
matching service tray.
Beautiful condition. Call
489-2775.
Vinyl wall paper Buy-Out. In
stock values to $13.95,
single roll, now $4.99
single roll, while it lasts.
The Sherwin Williams
Company.
Westinghouse washer and
dryer, a stack pair. In good
condition.'C,all 753-1820.

Equipment
Good used 2 rcur Pay Pec
silage cutter. Call 753-8998
after 8 p.m.
Red Belly Ford tractor. Call
759-1187 after 5 p.m.
Red Belly Ford tractor, good
condition. Uses no oil.
$1400. Call 436-2261,

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
I

CLAYTONS
753-7575
CHOOSE A BEAUTIFUL FALL TOUR
PLANNED BY PENNYRILE TOURS
TOURS LEAVE FROM MURRAY, KY.
Oct. 7-11 Fel at lieclovater Falls, W.Va.
Via Louisville, Ky. Attend the Derby Dinner
Playhouse for a delicious meal and a delightful
play. (price included) On to Blackwater Falls
Lodge at Blackwater Falls State Pork. Visit the
Monongahela National Forest, home via Grayson,
KY.
Oct. 16.1$ COVERED BRIDGE TOUR
We journey to Terre Haute, Ind. and then to
Rockville, Ind. for the annual Covered Bridge
Festival. We will see covered bridges, (there are
more in this area than anywhere else), visit Billy
Creek Village, a restored turn-of-the century
village, see all the old time actions, eat pumpkin
bread and persimmon ice cream. See a block long
chicken bar-b-quo, great block pots of simmering
ham and beans, arts and crafts. See on real
honest to goodness old time melodrama complete
with villian for you to hiss, and cheer the heroine
and hero on to victory. From here we journey to
Vincennes to visit the Indiana Territorial Captial
Building, visit Grouseland, the home of William
Henry Harrison, eat lunch at the University of
Vincennes, borne via Evansville.
Oct. 23-25 FALL IM THE SMORIES
This year the tour will go into the beautiful mountains of North Carolina to Asheville. We will tour
Biltmore House with its beautiful treasures. Drive
through the Great Smoky Mountains to Gatlinburg, browse through the many shops. Visit
Christus Gardens, where unique marble structures depict in striking reality the life'of Christ. A
truly fitting way to end our stay in the Smokies.
Home by the way of Nashville.
PESERVAT1ONS CAN 85 MADE IT CONTACTING:
Ruth tiedrweeri
Tear Representative
203 Sas* 5th St.
Norm,IT 42071
753-2827 after 5:00

Lost: Male black Labrador,
9 months old. Answers to
name "Freed". Lost in
vicinity of 15th and Main.
Reward Mead, call 7536930.

6.ilelp Wanted
Auto mechanic, minimum 2
years experience. Team
work, $4 per hour. Action
Personnel, 753-6532.
Needed, experienced CleanUp man. Call 753-1840

•

,

g‘.

SHEET
MUSIC

ALL THE LATEST NITS
AS WELL AS GOLDEN
OLDIES.
Open daily till 7:00
P.m.

5. Lost & Found

•••
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19. Farm
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22. Musical
Ana classical guitar, in
case Excellent condition
Call Jackie Stubblefield
753-5762
23. Exterminating

t

24, Miscellaneous
Camera Nikon FM Brand
new, zoom lens and access
included 759-4945
Fair Lady Schwinn 20
bicycle, like new. $6500
Call 759-1323
For sale
Shop aircompressor, 10 hp, gas
motor, $275 1968 Firebird
body, good shape, $275.
Call 753-8127.
"Let's go fishing!'' Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, Box 325 (lrvan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Tea bucket and frame,
$140. 21.000 BTU air
conditoner, $180. Call
759-1322.
Three ton General Electric
air conditioner. Six years
old and in good condition
Days, call 753-4751, nights
753-1809
Two large .antique spring
wound phonographs. both
play. Cabinets need restoring. Your choice. $125
each. 759-45.73 or 7532248 after 6 p.m
26. TV-Radio
Varmit base linear, XL-150
with side band and AM.
with GTX 5000 base, with
Turner desk mike. Good
condition, $150. Call 753-.
6416 after 5 p.m.
27. Mobile Homes
For Sale
1978 12x65' Hutchinson
mobile home. All electric
with central heat, furnished
or unfurnished. 498-8585.
28. Mobile Homes

36. For Rent Or
32. Apts. For Rent
For Lease
2 Bdrm apart furnished or
unfurn New carpet Adults, Extra nice 3 bedroom
house
no pets Lease and deposit located in Murray, $495 per
required Call 153-9208 at
month Security deposit
4 p.m.
and 1 year lease required
2 Bedroom duplex central no pets Call 436-2935 or
heat/air, in Northwood 753-0839
Subdivision $250 month For Lease 2 Bdrm duplex
Call 753-8146 or 753.2437 apartments Central heat/•
Extra nice 2 bedroom air, carpets. Man and wife
apartment All kitchen or lady teacher
Call
appliances
plus 492-8850 or 153-8061
washer/dryer furnished No
37. Livestock-Supplies
pets 753-0814
Milk cow for sale
Garage apartment for rent, 759-1789
2 bedrooms, electric heat,
water furnished and lawn 38. Pets-Supplies
mowed 753-5733
AKC Boxer puppey Male
Apartments for rent near Call 753-0347
downtown Murray. 753 AKC Dachshund puppy
4109, or 436-2844
$75 498-8397
Two Bdrm. duplex in AKC Pomeranians. 6 wk old
Westwood Subdivision. Dis- puppies. Excellent blood
hwasher, stove, refrig., lines, beautiful color. Stud
disposal. Very energy ef- service- Pomeranians,
ficient $250 month. Availa- Yorkshires, Shih-tzu, and
ble Aug. 1st. Ph 753-3742 Schnauzers. 901-241-5194.
or 305-792-5565.
Dog obedience classes are
Two bedroom apartments in fun for you and your dog. A
attractive setting, carpeted. sport all ages can enjoy.
central heat and air, Discover the thrill of
kitchen appliances fur- knowing how your dog
nished, washer/dryer hook really communicates. 436up. 753-7550, or 753-7559. 2858.
39. Poultry-Supplies
New Loos*
,
. or sale: 40 young hens
-eady to lay. 436-2745
111.1R-CAl
Produce
40.
APARTMENTS
1, 2 I 3 bedroom units hoe
$15.00 Mt 411- Haw
Bopped mit 'It'll coo
staled costal heal and air,
armlet krIchee appliances.
Offici Han Mon -Fri. 900121/0 Nem
Northwood Dr.
Murray, Ir.
502-159-1981
Equal Husiaig 009011nItt
34. Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom unfurnished
house, $185 a month plus
deposit. Call 753-3293.
2 Bedroom house on 12th.
$200 a month. Call
753-8146 or 753-2437.
3 Bedroom brick house.
fireplace, redwood deck,
and dishwasher. Lynnwood
Estates. $250 per month.
Call
753-1222
or
1-405-321-8901.
3 Bedroom house newly
decorated: air-conditioners,
garden spot. No pets. Four
miles west of Murray, $225
per month. Call 753-4406
or 435-4119.
Comfortable house conveniently located to campus
and downtown. Available
soon for year lease. Call
753-0908 after 5 p.m.
Lake view home in woods.
Stove, refrigerator, d/w,
cental air/heat, wood stove,
w/d hookup. 2 br., 2 bath,
extra tam. room, large
garage/work
area.
$250/mo. Available immed. 436-2451, owner.
Two-story, 4 bedroom, 2
bath home with full
basement. 207 S. 12th.
$350 per month. References and deposit. Call
Betty at 753-3882, days, or
753-5643, nights.

For Rent
12x 60 2 Bdrm. New
furniture, new carpet, ac..
natural gas, cable vision.
May be seen at Shady Oaks.
3 Bedroom, 2 full baths,
double wide mobil lire.
Really nice: on
lot.
No indoor pig,.
miles
east of ittley 45 mile off
94.
ished or unfurl/In . Deposit, references, and lease. Will be
vacant August 15th. Call
753-6911.
Completely furnished 2
bdrm. mobile home 245
miles east of town. $110
per month, deposit. Coleman Real Estate. 753-9898.
Two mobile homes, nice.
Small, neat court. Couples
or single. $85-$95-month.
153-8216 after 4.
29. Heating-Cooling
36. For Rent Or
Air conditioner. 8000 BTU.
For Lease
2 years old, Sears. Call
753-1261.
We repair and clean
air-conditioners. We also
buy used air-conditioners
Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
30. Business Rental

lAbol Warehouse
Sterail• Space
Foe Rost
7534750

11011 Skew/ Law
Wormy,Kasiticky 42071
502-753-0414
Member: Kentucky Pest

Control
Assn., National Pet Control Assn.
Serving West Kentucky for over 25
years. Now offering our services in
Murray and Callovky County.

Sweet corn for sale
753-5566
41. Public Sale
5 party yard sale. Clothes
for the family, some large
sizes, almost new guitar.
stereo record player. records, chairs, gossip bench.
glass door firescreen,
afghan, lots of odds and
ends. 1004 Fairlane Dr..
Friday and Saturday, 7 A.M.
NI?

YARD SALE
Toys, children mord: and books, women
sad children clothing,
frock tapes and
abeam, paper and
hard bock books, patterns sad neatorid,
crock pot, lotwolry sad
asks op, lets of misc.
Friday 10:304N ?
Saar* 8:00 d
402 N. Ph.
Garage Sale, Friday and
Saturday, July 24 and 25.
1100 Berkshire Court
(Gatesborough), rain or
shine. Jr. golf clubs, 10
bicycle,
enspeed
cyclopedias,
clothes,
household and misc. items.
Gigantic moving sale, items
for everyone-dishes, Jewelry,
motors. toys, etc. 1107
Main St. Rain or shine.
Thursday 5 til 9, Friday and
Saturday, 8 til ?.
Three party Yard Sale, 509
Chestnut. Thursday and
Friday, July 23 and 24, 7
am till 5 pm.

43. Real Estate
4ejime
iall
753-1222
Homes IFOR LA/11G
FIVE BEDROOM
HOME
Located on a tree
shaded lot near the
old city park. This
remodeled
older
home offers comfortable, economical
family
living.
Fireplace in the living room,formal dining room,central gas
heat, and full basement are a few of the
features of this
roomy home. Offered
through Kopperud
Realty,753-1222.
OUR PRIDE,YOUR
JOY
Home and 75 acres
just short distance
from town. Modern
three bedroom, two
bath home, fireplace
with new insert with
blower, several outbuildings, and 65
acres of very productive land. Owner
financing available
to qualified buyer.
Phone any member
f the Kopperud
lty Home Team
or all the informaon. 753-1222.

•

Our trained courteous professionals
are waiting to take care of any of
"Open House" everybody
. -welcome, Thursday. July
your industrial, commercial or
23rd, 300 to 530 at 903
Vine Street Showing good
residgptial pest control needs.
two bedroom house near
FREE ESTIMATES AND INSPECTION.
Hospital Only $18 900
C 0 Bondurant Realty.
Cal dmy or nisi* 753-0414
753 3460

43. Real Estate
INVEST INLAND- No. 322
- 725 ACRES WI. Property has le level acres,
balance rolling 50 acres bottornland Oak,
cedar tress in 450 acres
woodland. Lots of deer
reported Oil wells near
P(111e1", phone available. On
road, 4 miles to town.
$350,000 $150,000 down,
balance at 1(4,1%,25 years

poplar aad

Strout Realty
/of ILIN•400.1 iroklv

1111( ivkimaser Rd.
Mona, Ion4.1v 120'1

Call 71141/14 I anytime I

43. Real Estate
BARGAINS
Lake front cottage.
Four rooms and bath.
Located on main lake
deep water,
Also
Three bedroom home,
carport and garage
located 10 miles
west, with or without
ocreoge. Make Offer.
753-001111

4LTi For Sale
Lake Barkley 2 nice level
lakeview lots in Barkley
Shores $2500 each Contract sale available at 12%
over 3 years Call 1 924
5506
45. Farms For Sale
174 acre farm, good for
small livestock, 3 bedroom
home
ft..
1200 sq
outbuildings good well.
small tobacco base Reduced to sell at $22.500
753-2418.

49. Used Cars
IINOTIall
11 yes have a wreck aid
used a wrecker Mese
request Ist Mcrae'
Merge bal yes worn
PARKER FORD
WRECKER SERUM
Days 753-5273, Niakb 7531133 21 hair service.

53-.Services Offered
MITCHELL RUC TOPPI NG
Commercial and residential Also patching. sealing,
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Whirlpool
Kenmore
Westinghouse Experienced
independent service Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872
Air conditioners
dryers
washers and freezers
repaired Call 759-1322
Air-conditioning and Well
Pump Repair Electrical
Work. New or Repair Call
753-9856 or after 5 P.M
753-8526.
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs Also
do carpentry, painting,
roofing, and concrete All
work done to satisfaction
753-9822
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears For free estimates
call 753-2310
Concrete and block, brick
work. Basements, drive-ways, storm cellars; porches. 20 years experience.
753-5476.

53:Services Offerid
Dale Spenser s portable
sand blasting and painting
Call 753-5198 or 753-6626

Carpet Cleaning Clean,
odor free carpet, looks
better and lasts longer
Don't settle for surface
cleaning Insist on steam
cleaning and get all the
dirt C,ah Jeff s Carpet
Cleaning Experienced re
liable 753-9826
Need work on your trees?
Topping pruning shaping
complete removal and
more Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753-8536.
Painting and Decorating
Interior and Exterior 10
years experience I take the
time to do the lob right
Call 759-16%2
Professional Painting and
Paper Hangin& tape hour
or Job Lat,1
0fWates, 25
yrs etin-nce All work
guaranteed Call 759-1305
after 5 p m
Professional paperhanging,
painting, farm buildings,
top, sides Commercial or
residential Call Tremon
Farris, 759-1987.
Warning' Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing. carpentry, or electrical work. New or repair.
All guaranteed Call Joe.
753-9226 for free estrmate.
Wet basement? We._ rialh
w,et basements dry, Witt
completely guarenteed: Call
or write Morgan -Construction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001.
or call day or night.
1-442-7026.
Will alter women's clothes':
Call 753-9316.
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Will sharpen hand saws and
skill saws. 753-4656.
Yard Mowing. Most city lots
$6.00. Also weeding. Call
753-3058 before 9 a.m
759-1675 after 2 p.m
56. Free Column
One Labrador puppy. 6
weeks old, male, one
Labrador Retriever. 1 17
years old. 436-2160

/6 Mercury Monarch
Ghia
mint condition
with
Loaded
options autoMANAGEMENT
a PlOrtailf
2 Bedroom home, newly
remodeled
New stove, matic windows and seats,
refrigerator new gas, hea- leather seats FM stereo.
ter.
Low teens. Call extra interior and exterior
Buinj-_ 1l,
trim $2895 Call Bill
753-0861.
acres. Reduced
Kopperud at 753-1222
ik•
3 Bedroom frame house,
quick sole.
South 11th Street. Electric 1977 Camaro Type LT, p.s
leaving town.
Horse County- 10 acres or
heat. hardwood floors. Nice p.b., air, AM/FM stereo.
Siareat Waidrop
park your mobile home and
neighborhood, within walk- $2,800 or best offer
Rod Uwe
enjoy this country setting
ing
distance from shopping 753-3716.
Acreage completely fenced,
Dada kWI
center. $27,000. Phone 1977 Chevrolet Chevette, 2
well and septic inCaster
door hatchback, 45.000
753-1508.
75,-1707
cluded...convenient location between Mayfield and
Brick home, 3 bdrm., on 3 actual miles. 4 speed Air.
Murray. Take a look today. Hemmed In? The open large tots, 30x40 garage. new tires. nice. Call
Offer by CENTURY 21, spaciousness of this one Located 6 mi. West of 753-9181 or 753-8124
Loretta Jobs, Realtors. 753- floor plan makes the kit- Murray on 94. Call 435- 1977 Grand Prix, extra
1492
nice $3350 759-1589
chen, dining area, and liv- 4490.
ing room practically one Brick house
in Coldwater, 1979 Ford Courier, 4
huge room with beamed 3 bedroom. 2 bath, living cylinder, excellent condiAluminum Service Co
cathedral ceiling and in- room and den. 2
and vinyl
aluminum
car garage. tion Call 753-9915
direct lighting. The 3 on large lot. S49.900. Call
custom trim
siding.
1979 Mazda RX-7 Call
bedrooms are in a quiet 753-2493 or 489-2145.
work References Call
753-6470 after 5 P M
separate wing. Add 1 and
Ed Bailey 753Will
Brick house. 2 yrs. old. 3 1980 Pontiac Pheonix,
3'4 baths. This home has an
YD-MAJOR
0689
assumable loan...priced in bdrms., 2 baths, formal loaded, 33 plus miles per
REAL ESTATE
the low 40's. Call 753- dinning room, large den, 2 gallon $5600 759-4573 or
753-8080
Electrical, plumbing. and
1492...Offered by Century car garage. concrete drive, 753-2248 after 6 p.m
painting, new and Old.
large patio, house has many
Professional Services
21 Loretta lobs. Realtors.
With The Friendly Touch"
Repairing and emergency
extras. Owner will consider
New, 1981 Ponwork. Twenty years exHAVE YOUR CARE
financing, see at 1809
tiac T-1000, perience, guaranteed. Free
AND EAT
Wiswell Rd. or call 753IT
estimates. Call 9673.
T 0 0
0839 or 436-2935.
!
! (
.4
P 01:i
$5250.00
A sound investment
Fence sales at Sears now
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive.
PURDOM
753-1222
that will pay for
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
By
1400
with
plus
sq.
ft.
OLDSMOBILE
. Homes FOR LIVIFIG
free estimate for your
itself' L.Modern brick
living area, fully carpeted, 3
PONTIAC
needs
duplex--4 rooms,
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
bath, modern kitchen
CADILLAC
and family room combinathat new look on your
For
JUST COMPLETED
with appliances, cention, living room, utility,
furniture,
autos, vans,
1406
W.
Main
And ready for a new
tral heat and central
one large bath. lots of
boats, and campers. please
753-5315
Three
owner.
air each side. Good
storage. Low $40's. Call
call Wayside Upholstery. We
bedrooms, great
753-9818. Must see to 18 MGB, 24,000 miles. appreciate your business.
location. 52,900.
room, three full
appreciate.
Call 753-5361 or 753-6488.
$3800. 753-5744.
baths, very attracBy
owner.
2
Bedroom.
408
For sale: 1969 Oldsmobile Guttering by Sears, Sears
tive kitchen, large
HAMMER AND
8th
St.
S.
Call
753-33.71.
Vista
Cruiser sta
wagon continuous gutters installed
utility room and two
SAW AND A LITTLE
con di- per your specifications. Call
For sale by owner, six room Three sm
garage.
Located
car
INITIATIVE
non,
r
has
been Sears 753-2310 for free
brick
house.
bedrooms.
2
in new development
This is a well congarage. on corner lot, family car-Must sell. Only estimate.
adjacent
to
structed like cottage
78x187'. In quiet re- $275. Call 767-4793.
Heating, refrigeration, and
Gatesborough. Imthat is suitable for a
sidential neighborhood. 50. Used Trucks
electrical repair. Bob's
possession
mediate
permanent home for
Walking distance to shopRefrigeration
Service.
and priced in the
1979 Chevy 6 cylinder Hazel.
a small family. Not
ping
center.
Call
753-1276.
KY. 498-8370 or
753-1222,
Phone
$60's.
automatic
long
base,
wheel
finished inside which
Furnished 4 room house for $4600. 759-4573 or 753- 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
Kopperud Realty,for
will allow the pursale, with front porch: 5 2248 after 6 p.m.
Housekeeping. yard work.
all the information.
haser to select their
acres of ground-4 of these
sewing. Have references.
own arrangements
in woods, good timber. 5T. Campers
Call after 300 p.m.,
HOP,SKIP & JUMP
nd colors. Wooded
$10,000.
Small amount Camper top. walk in door, 436-2191.
shopping
the
To
akeview lot. A good
down, monthly payments. long wheel base. 489-2510.
areas from this very
Johnson's Electric Combuy at $15,500.
East of Almo. 753,6191.
convenient location
mercial and residential
52. Boats and
47. Motorcycles
This is a very special
wiring, gas installed and
•
Boat Motors repairing
753-7203
3 bedroom, 1L2 bath
1975 Honda 750 cc 4
15
ft.
Craft boat and
Hide
home with extra
cylinder Call 753-7442
trailer with 100 h.p.
large closets. New
Figures Don't Lie. $8.80 per
1980 Yamaha 400 special
Johnson motor trihule, with
carpet in living room
sq. ft. makes this 2500 sq
HOUSE FOR RENT
Call 753-4682 Ask for a walk thru windshield.
new
and
and hall
ft. house the best- buy in
Jerry
$1700.
bedroom
Three
brick, two baths, formal living
489-2729.
vinyl in kitchen. A
town. House is unfinished
rooms.
dining
and
Den with fireplace. Central
Yamaha
80
Special,
650
1977 16 ft. Glastron XL
very well built home.
so you can add your own
heat and air. Double goroge with outbuildings.
low mileage Extras 753- • Sportster boat. 1979 85
Owner is leaving
personal touches and
House has over 2600 sq. ft., is in excellent conh.p. Johnson motor, power
decorating ideas. See this
town, make an offer. 3259
tilt and trim: drive-on
dition and location. Long term lease. Available
today. Call Spann Realty
Price reduced to 48. Auto. Services
trailer. SHARP. 753-9349.
August 1 5th,
Associates, 753-7724.
$43,500. Contact Kopperud Realty in the
Manaray
21'
1978
Jet
boat.
Call Street Realty
err House
White
436-5356.
Pardons & Thur...,
AIM PARTS
753-0186
Building,711 Main,
beserenco &
21' Sailboat 4notor and
5155.4111
Real Estate
trailer. Call 247-6818 or
Murray,Itamensity
U.Lots For Sale
Sestina& Covet Sq.
247-6634.
Batteries, tiros,
llarray, Kontacky
One lot for sale, 140 ft x
wheel severs, wee
Fishing boat motor and
140 ft Close to Kentucky
753.4451
trolling motor $290 Call
ettesserles. 24 beer
Lake Call 753-8810
436-2261
fowls.. Also. temTwo acres on Irvin Cobb Rd.
ple% Noe ef esed
For sale: Bass tracker, fully
- 753-0840.
outs-rigged. 474-2765.
D
- 753-15110
I0
45. Farms For Sale
53. Services Offered
Take your pick close in or
AAA CUSTOM
MADE
753-1222
far out-Bold Hobby Farm IMPORT AUTO SALVAGE. CABINETS, bookcases,
Homes FOR Livanic
Datsun. VW, Honda, Fiat,
close to town with good 3
1
Capri, Toyota, Buick, Audi, music centers. etc.
RDAY'S
BR home, concrete block
Mazda, Chevy Luv. Motors, Reasonable. 436-2566.
CHARM WITH TOgarage. several outtransmissions. Repair and ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
DAY'S CONVEbuildings, 300 ft. road
save. 474-2325.
or vinyl siding and trim
frontage on major highway.
NIENCES
Aluminum trim for brick
49. Used Cars
A lovely well-kept
OR
Working man's farm at the 1972 Chevelle that runs. houses Jack Glover, 753older home on a corend of county road main- AlSo- an AM/FM cassette 1873
ner lot. House has 3
tenance. 3 BR home, 2 player (in . dash.) Call GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
bedrooms, formal
15 years experience carpenfireplaces. 8 stall stock 753-2220.
dining room,sun portry, concrete, plumbing,
barn, 3600 stick tobacco
ch, 2 baths and a ful
barn, one acre tabacco 1975 Triumph .. Spitfire. roofing, siding. things
basement. Large livbase. (Absolutely Mrs. A. Nice condition. $2700. around the home Free
ing room with
estimates' No lob too small
this is the remotist farm in 753-8425.
fireplace and gas
Call days 474-2359. 474county.) Call Spann 1976 Malibu 4 door
the
logs. Modern kitAssociates, 753- automatic, air, and cruise 2276 evenings.
Realty
chen. All this plus a
7724
$1995 Call 759-1801
--111 It Stump Romani Do
nice two bedroom
you need stumps removed
garage apartment on
from your yard or land
the back of the lot fo
cleared of stumps.? We can
potential Income t
remove stumps up to 24"
help fight inflation.
below the ground, leaving
Mid $60's. Phone 75
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
only sawdust and chips
1222, Kopperud Real
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
Call for free estimate. Bob
ty.
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
AN Sandwiches With Choke Of Fries Or Ow
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319
PRICE JUST
Free Delivery. on Prescriptions in tity limits
Own Boston Baked Beans.
MOBILE NOME ANCHORS
REDUCED
underpinning, roof's sealed,
Charming cottage on
•
patio awnings, and house
a quiet street. House
Catch The Absolutely Biggest Breakfast Special
type roofs for mobile
has new wiring and a
homes
753-1873.
Jack
new gas funiance in
In Town...Only $129 On Weekdays Til 11 A.M.
225 1,. P. Miller St.(Amos from Caammosity Colter) Glover
the past five years.
•
Owner is moving on
Spetiefizing in Senior Citizens
MOBILE NOME REPAIR. InGood foot 6esi Service Aid Great American
stalling tie downs, underof town and would
Open Hours
pinning. roofing installing
like and offer. Mid
Yale Am 1111.11_%11-allie
doofs and *Itidbit" Also'
• Mon., Toes., Mmes.;Fri.; Sat.
$340s. Phone 753-12112,
build porches and patios.
Kopperud Realty fo
8-12 753-3685
Call 753-6973
Free
Real Service in Real
estimates' No lob too
For Appointment
441, Net
Aid 0riledi ,
small'
Apprainels - Cormriling - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-98114

Si
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46. Homes For Sale

LA

Unless This Emblem
Is Where You Had Lunch...
Vie 0Ston

Ilattl

...You Probably Paid
Too Much!

Mon...Sm. Chef Salad
Tue...Reuben Sand.
Wed...Co. Ham Sand
Thur...Clipper Sand
Fri...Boston Hbr. Sand

WALLIS DRUG

$1 69
$189
$2.25
$1.89
$1 99

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

BOSTON TEA PARTY
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Wednesday,July 22, 1981

Your Individual
Horoscope

Fru= brake
FOR THURSDAY,
JULY rf, 1911
What Idad a day will tomorrow be? To find sat what the
stars say, read the forecast
gives for your birth Siga.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Vacation plans include a
wish for privacy. Some decide
to get married. Self-discipluie
is needed to capitalize on op, porturuty.
TAURUS
i
(Apr. 20 to May 2)) tiktle
A confidential talk is financially helpful. Though one project may come to nothing, new
career beginnings are indicated.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20) 1
°'
4
You'll make major decisions pertaining to a child's
future. Social life looks promising, but finish your work
assignments first.
CANCER
-(June 21 to July
Trust hunches on the job.
Business and pleasure do not
combine favorably. Make important decisions regarding
property.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 44g
Take your creative gifts
more seriously. Local trips
have business overtones.
Writers should begin major
projects. Make important
calls.
VIRGO
Aug.23 to Sept. 22) WP
A new attitude towards
possessions may lead to an important purchase. News about
a property Matter is good.
Protect credit.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
A good time to begin a diet.
New self-assurance marks
'your approach to life. A willingness to work hard helps you
capitalize on luck.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.11) InieltF
Financial moves succeed, if
kept confidential. Enjoy new
work opportunities. Don't let
restlessness interfere with accomplishment.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. toDec.21)
Old friends come to your
aid. Romance is fascinating,
but it's not without surprises.
Social life picks up towards
nightfall.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan. 19) Vi141
A career opportunity is
challenging. Rise to the occasion and show your stuff.
Unexpected guests may drop
by. Meditation helps.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 13)
Avoid mix-ups regarding
appointments. Friends want
you to accompany them an a
trip. Social life brings benefits
from others.
PISCES
XC.
(Feb.19 to Mar. 20)
The personal touch helps
you out in your career.
Despite some concern about
finances, new opportunities
arise. Establish credit now.
YOU BORN TODAY belong
in the public sphere. You're
able to help people in practical
ways and are often found in
businesses allied to the arts.
Social contacts will be helpful
in your rise to success. You
have good intuition, but at
times can be fixed in your opinions. Medicine, science, law,
brokerage, banking, hotel
management and the
restaurant business are some
of the fields in which you'll
find fulfillment. Teaching,
writing, design, broadcasting
and acting may also appeal to
you. Birthdate of: Raymond
Chandler, writer; Don
Drysdale, baseball player;
and Michael Wikfing,actor.
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ROBOTS ON RISE
NEW YORK (AP) —
Robots are invading
American factories in increasing numbers, according lc, an expert in the production of automatons.
Industrial robots, electronically controlled, usually
have an arm with two to six
joints, and can weld, paint,
drill, position or perform
other repetitive tasks.
Some 3,200 such robots
now work in this country's
factories, while in Japan,the
number is already up to
10,000, reports RCA executive vice president Irving
Kessler. Soon to come, he
predicts, are robots with a
sense of vision and touch.
Kessler estimates the
robot industry will grow
• from a 1900 volume of $90
million to $2.2 billion in 1990.
"Robots can help raise living standards end national
productivity. They cost
under
an hour to operate,
Pis. eflow absented= rate,and demand no fringe
benefits to speak of," he concludes.

We're closing
our doorsfor
211 hours and
slashing prices
storevviclel
Get ready for the
most Incredible savings event
you've ever seen - when our doors open!
Big K is changing to Wal-Mart,and to kick things off,
we're closing the doors for 24 hours to
slash dramatically the prices on thousands of itemsstorewidel
And thatsjust the beginning, during the upcoming weeks we'll
be making many great changes daily to offer you the
best selections, more name brands,super savings events,
and super low discount prices every day!
Look for our special ad announcing the beginning
of our Incredible Storewide
PRICE SLASH SALE!
•

•
•

d -Air Shopping Center —
'alel
-411 111110100,4010.ikommo-••••
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